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McGovern
warns of
national crisis
Sen. George McGovern
The Crusaderl J. le
By ANNE DONAHUE
NEWS STAFF
Former Senator George
McGovern delivered a
keynote address Wednesday
night in the Hogan Ballroom
to a near capacity crowd, as
part of Social Concerns
Week.
In addition to being an
eighteen-year senator,
McGovern boasts an
impressive list of
achievements: two-term
member of the House of
Representatives, Chair of the
Agriculture and Industry
Committee while in the
Senate, 1972 Democratic
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nominee for President, and
current member of the
Middle East Peace Policy
Commission. McGovern
spoke to the audience about
social concerns of American
life and politics.
"Rightly or wrongly, I
have always believed that I
live in the greatest country in
the world," McGovern stated.
"National greatness,however,
does not save us from
devastation, defeat, or even
death," he said. It was while
completing his doctorate at
Northwestern University that
McGovern said he came to
realize the sins and
shortcomings of this country.
While still cherishing such
ideals as liberty and equality,
McGovern said that America
must attempt to overcome
racism, the state of the
national economy, the
callous treatment of the
poor, and the needs of
children.
Reiterating his 1972
campaign slogan "Come
home America," McGovern
then called for a return to
constitutional and democratic
principles, both at home and
abroad. "America is in the
midst of a constitutional,
economic, and moral crisis
-that is the greatest we have
experienced since the Civil
War. We are on the verge of
great trouble or a great
watershed that will open a
new vista for the United
HC Nobel Prize winner to
speak at medical symposium
By MIKE CULLITY
ASST NEWS EDITOR
On Saturday, Nov. 9 an
estimated 200 medical alumni
and 170 pre-medical students
will gather in the Hogan
Ballroom for the Dr. Joseph
Murray Symposium.
Murray '40, the
symposium's keynote speaker,
won last year's Nobel Prize in
Physiology and Medicine for
his work in the area of
transplant surgery. As the
performer of the first kidney
transplant, he is generally
considered the father of
transplant surgery.
According to Holy Cross
Pre-medical Advisor Michael
McGrath, the event is
intended to be a doctor's
homecoming in honor of
Murray. "It's intended to be a
tremendous honor for Joe,"
he said.
Additionally, McGrath
said that the symposium is a
chance for pre-med students
to interact with Holy Cross
graduates from the medical
community.
"We have a tremendous
array of alumni who have
done great things in
medicine," McGrath said. He
added that, because of this, it
was difficult to determine who
to invite. He said that over
2,000 invitations were
extended.
Pre-registration for pre-
med students has already
been held. Anyone wishing to
attend the symposium may
register on the day of the
event at a cost of twenty
dollars.
The following is a list of
the symposium's
speakers and events:
8:30 a.m. Registration
main
9:00 a.m. Welcome by Fr.
Brooks
9:15 a.m. Dr. Mortimer J.
Buckley, '54 C#ief, Cardiac
Surgical Unit, s
Massachusetts General
Hospital
"Coronary 
IfrterY 
Surgery:
Third World food
comes to Hogan
The Present and the
Future"
10:15 a.m. Dr. Peter
Kwiterovitch, '62
Director, Lipid Research
Clinic, John Hopkins Medical
School
"Beyond Cholesterol: Future
Prevention of Coronary
Artery Disease"
11:30 a.m. Dr. Michael
McGrath, '63 Pre-medical
Advisor, Holy Cross
"Premedical Education at
Holy Cross in the '90's"
12:15 p.m. Lunch and tour of
science facilities with students
2:00 p.m. Dr. Lisa Guay-
Wood ford, '79 Research
Nephrologist, Children's
Hospital
"Beyond Current Therapy:
Kidney Disease and the
Promise of Molecular
Genetics"
(Continued on Page 8)
(Continued on Page 6) Many 
students participated in the Poor Supper at Second Stop on Monday as part of Social
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BOSTON- Seas whipped by wind
gusts of hurricane force battered the
New England coast Wednesday,
flooding the shoreline, damaging
property and forcing evacuations.
Winds reached above 75 mph near
the shoreline and wave heights were
reported up to 25 feet at the shore.
MADRID- For the first time in
more than four decades of violence,
Israel and its Arab foes sat down
together Wednesday as President
Bush urged them to forge a
"territorial compromise." Bush and
Soviet President Mikhail Gorbachev
opened the historic Middle East
CElit Crunatr
peace conference in Madrid's ornate
Royal Palace.
The opening session was marked
by hard-line speech from Egypt's
foreign minister, who called for full
Israeli withdrawal from the occupied
lands.
WASHINGTON- The U.S. economy
started growing for the first time in
a year, posting a 2.4 percent
advance from July through
September, the government said
Tuesday in a report nailed by the
Bush administration as proof that
the recession is over. The
Commerce Department said the
GNP climbed at the fastest rate in
over two years after three
consecutive quarterly declines.
On a less optimistic note, sales of
new homes fell 12.9 percent in
September, their biggest drop since
February 1989, the Commerce Dept.
reported Wednesday.
WASHINGTON- The Senate
approved a civil rights measure that
President Bush has agreed to sign.
The legislation, passed on a vote of
93-5, reverses several 1989 Supreme
Court decisions that made it more
difficult to win lawsuits alleging job
bias. Now the measure goes back to
November 1, 1991
the House, where it is expected to
win swift approval.
HONG KONG- Mass suicide was
threatened by Vietnamese leaders at
Hong Kong's largest camp for boat
people, and they issued an appeal to
President Bush to stop forced
repatriation. In Washington, the
State Department reaffirmed U.S.
position to the refugees forced
repatriation, agreed upon in a pact
signed Tuesday by Britain and
Vietnam.
(Campus tent
BOOKSTORE PATRONS
EMERGE AS WINNERS at
Brigham Young U. In an effort to
encourage its customers to read the
store's textbook refund policy
carefully, BYU started a textbook
scholarship contest. Applications
were printed at the bottom of the
refund policy, and 10 lucky BYU
students whose names were drawn
received checks equal to the amount
of their semester's bookstore
receipts.
WHAT DO YOU EXPECT IN A
RECESSION? The last "Salary
Survey" from the College Placement
Council shows that employers stayed
relatively conservative with their
salary offers from 1990-91 grads.
Starting salary offers in many sectors
failed to keep up with inflation. The
exceptions were health occupations
and engineering, where offers
jumped ahead of the inflation rate.
Meanwhile, college juniors and
seniors polled earlier this year by
Right Associates said they expect to
earn significantly less than those
surveyed the year before.
ALL THE WORLD'S A...MUSIC
VIDEO. A new musical craze seems
to be sweeping off-campus night
spots around the country. Call it
Karaoke fever. Karaoke combines
audio and video equipment...
minus lead vocals. Those are
provided by rock-star wannabes who
sing the lead vocals from lyrics that
appear at the bottom of the screen.
STEAL THIS BIKE. NO, it's not
Abbie Hoffman's reincarnation. A
recent surge in bicycle thefts at the
U. of California-Berkley- up 12
percent since 1989, when UCB was
ranked second-worst in the nation-
has now brought into question the
protection of the much-vaunted
Kryptonite U-shaped lock.
"We have the
power to begin
the world all
over again."
-Sen. George McGovern
in his address to the
H.C. community Wednesday.
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Homosexuality
Addressed at HC
By AMY POLACK°
NEWS STAFF
Tuesday evening, students and
faculty gathered in Hogan to witness
history in the making. It was the first
time that Holy Cross students have
ever addressed the issue of
homosexuality in a public forum.
The College Democrats, along
with the American Civil Liberties
Union of Worcester, hosted a panel
of six speakers who discussed gay and
lesbian rights. A crowd of about sixty
students, faculty, and Worcester
residents attended the event.
James Olson, the president of the
Holy Cross College Democrats, began
the discussion by welcoming everyone
and giving a few remarks of his own.
He said that the College
Democrats had arranged the event
because they were very much
concerned with the issues
surrounding Social Concerns Week
and were interested in making their
own contribution to it.
Olson said that the issue of
homosexuality seemed appropriate,
especially since he and others have
noticed "a sense of homophobia on
campus." He demonstrated
this point by reading an excerpt from
a previous Crusader opinion pat"-, in
which a student said, "Society should
not discriminate against homosexuals,
but instead work towards curing them
of their problem, just as we are
working to cure the disease of
alcoholism."
This statement generated many
chuckles from the panel of speakers.
Next, Ron Madnick, from the
Worcester Chapter of the ACLU,
outlined his organization's position
on the subject of gay and lesbian
rights. Madnick emphasized that the
fifth and fourteenth amendments to
our Constitution guarantee a person's
right to be treated equally.
Madnick said that private adult
consent to sexual acts should not be
punished by law. He strongly asserted
the fact that there is "no relationship
between child sexual abuse and
homosexuality."
Jerry Cheney, representing the
Health Awareness Services of Central
Massachusetts, addressed two major
issues concerning him and other
homosexuals. First, he said that
not enough is being done to track
down those responsible for hate
crimes. Secondly, Cheney said that
technically, the law protects people
from discrimination, yet, "just like
with the minority, groups, people find
a way to skirt the law."
"Society should not
discriminate against
homosexuality, but
work towards curing
their problem, just as
we are working to cure
the disease of
alcoholism"
He wants to remedy this situation
by making the law work for
individuals and putting an end to
discrimination based on sexual
orientation.
Cheney commended the College
Democrats for inviting the speakers
and noted that it took "more courage
at Holy Cross, than at a secular
university." In the Holy Cross
community, he said, he hopes to find
allies who will help them by
combatting homosexual slurs.
Cindy Akin of the Worcester
County Gay and Lesbian Alliance,
spoke about what it feels like to be a
lesbian in today's society. As a school
teacher, she has felt that her job has
been jeopardized due to her sexual
preferences. Akin emphasized the
point that homosexuals are "not
talking about special rights, but equal
rights."
Chris Wert, an attorney in private
practice, discussed some of the legal
problems homosexual couples face
since they are not able to legally
marry. He also related a story about
Holy Cross which he found
particularly amusing.
Wert said that one of his friends,
who is active in homosexual rights,
asked an unnamed Holy Cross
administrator what our school is
.doing about this problem.
To this question, the adminis-
trator replied, "Nothing, because
Holy Cross doesn't have any gay or
lesbian students or faculty."
Kevin Cathacart, an attorney who
represents Gay and Lesbian
Advocates and Defenders (GLAD),
found this statement to be ridiculous,
since 10 percent of the overall
population is homosexual.
Cathcart also advocated stronger
civil rights legislation for gays and
lesbians. He said, "The whole
purpose of civil rights laws is to give
protection to minority groups."
Following the speakers' words,
there was a lengthy question and
answer period. Kona Khasu
'92, brought up the point that many
Holy Cross students who are
homosexuals go to Clark University to
be a part of their gay and lesbian
group.
He said that since homosexuals
have no representation on our
campus, they must go to another
campus that has an active gay and
lesbian organization. This
comment raised the question of
whether or not we need such a group
here at Holy Cross.
RASA chronicles
passion and
violence
By STACY DUDA
NEWS STAFF
"Something inside me has reached
to the place where the world is
breathing ... The flags we cannot see
are flying there...This tune has truth
in it. Where else have you heard a
sound like this?"
Sounds like this quote from
RASA will be heard for the first time
this Thursday as Fenwick Theater
presents an ensemble of fourteen
students in the premiere performance
of this contemporary opera. The text
is based on Bharati Mukerjee's
Jasmine, The Kabir Book and Tagire's
Gitanjah.
RASA (the word itself derived
from an ancient Sanskrit root
meaning the emotional expression
and rapture that performers seek to
attain in their art) is directed by Lynn
Kremer Babcock, the Associate
Professor and chair of the Theater
Department here at Holy Cross.
Babcock has used masks, shadow
play, and Indonesian instruments
in past productions for Fenwick
Theater, and her recent six-month
sabbatical to Southeast Asia has
shaped her work in RASA.
Teamed with Babcock on the
libretto of RASA is composer Shirish
Kordc, chair of the Holy Cross Music
Department who has also specialized
in the music of India and Africa.
The musicians and choir of RASA
include members of the Holy Cross
Chamber Players as well as some
guest artists from the Boston area,
and features coloratura soprano
Maria Tegzes as one of the central
parts of Jasmine.
The opera chronicles the
experiences of this young woman who
escapes from the passion and
violence of her youthful marriage in
India to America, where she
encounters different types of passion
and violence.
RASA will be shown on
November 7,8,9,14,15,16 at 8 p.m. in
the Fenwick Theater.
lie trusaaer/ J.J. mei)/
Chris Merlo '92 pauses on his climb up Purgatory Chasm.
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Worcester public officials discuss
solutions to pressing
By BETSY TAYLOR
NEWS STAFF
On Tuesday a panel of guest
speakers from the Worcester area
addressed the issues of infant
mortality, childhood hunger,
adolescent health, substance abuse,
and AIDS. The forum, "Class,
Poverty, and Race: Challenges in
Public Health" was sponsored by
the Black Student Union and Peace
and Conflict Studies as part of
Social Concerns Week.
William C. O'Connell, '71 and
the Regional Manager of the
Massachusetts Department of Public
Health's Bureau of Parent, Child,
and Adolescent Health, was the
panel moderator.
He spoke on "the inequities in
the system." O'Connell explained
that health insurance percentages
were disproportionately lower
among minorities and the
impoverished.
However, he added that
Massachusetts is considered a
"progressive" state in health care
and throughout the country this
problem is severe.
Deborah Young, M.D., a family
physician at the Great Brook Valley
Health Center, addressed the issue
of infant mortality. She said that in
1989, the black infant mortality rate
was 180 percent higher than the
white infant mortality rate. Acc
ording to Young, the Hispanic
infant mortality rate was 30 percent
higher as well. She added that the
black infant mortality rate in Boston
(18.8 deaths within the first year per
1,000 live births) was higher than in
many Third World nations.
Young said, "It is clear that this
is not just a medical problem...
socioeconomic issues will determine
whether or not these infants will see
their first birthday."
Young felt that better pre-natal
care, attempts to preserve the family
unit, and more comprehensive
family planning and sexual
education programs could greatly
help to reduce infant mortality rates.
Ester Hanig, the Coordinator of
Public Policy for Project Bread/Walk
for Hunger talked about childhood
hunger.
Citing statistics from the survey
"Children are Hungry in
Massachusetts", Hanig explained
that of the families surveyed with
incomes up to 125 percent above
the poverty level, 48 percent of [the
children in] these families with one
full time worker [in a low wage job]
experienced hunger.
Hanig said that this constant,
social concerns
chronic problem can occur because
rent and heating payments always
come first for these families.
Hanig stressed that the WICK
program, school breakfast and lunch
programs, summer food service, and
the increase in the outreach of food
stamps could alleviate immediate
child hunger.
However, Hanig noted that long-
term changes were needed in wages,
housing, and education.
Frances M. Anthes, LICSW,
Deputy Director of Family Health &
Social Service Center, discussed
adolescent health. Anthes stated
that the teenage pregnancy rate
nationwide was actually higher in
1957 than in 1987, but today more
females are likely to become single
mothers or have abortions, whereas
in the past early marriages or
adoptions were more common in
these situations.
Anthes commented that today
adolescent pregnancy is occurring
with greater frequency among
younger ages, and these younger
mothers "are more likely to be
poor."
She added that training
programs, day care centers, and an
emphasis on education needed to be
stressed.
Anthes also spoke on teen
suicide, substance abuse, sexually
transmitted diseases, and teen
violence. She added that these
issues are of utmost importance. "If
you're killed, that's the end of your
health issues," she said.
Anthes also emphasized the
importance of personal values
clarification. She said, "If we want
to make changes, we should start on
things close to us."
Kathy Linton, Linkage Advocate
for AIDS Project Worcester, talked
about AIDS. She described the fear
that people with AIDS have because
often those with the HIV virus
are alienated once their condition is
made known.
Linton said, "AIDS has
compounded pre-existing epidemics."
She noted that poverty coupled with
drug use, misinformation, racism,
classism, and homophobia has
increased the effects of the AIDS
epidemic, both for those who have
the disease and those who do not.
After the panelists spoke, they
answered questions from the
audience on the economic issues of
health care, the attitudes at the
root of health care problems, and
the idea of the socialization of
medicine in the United States.
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YOUR UNCLE WANTS TO PAY FOR COLLEGE.
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with good grades scholarships that pay
tuition and most educational fees and
provide an allowance for textbooks
and supplies.
You'll also receive up to a $1000
grant each school year the scholarship
is in effect. Find out today if you qualify.
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Senior class gift
By MONETTE DUGAS
and DON 1VIAHONEY
ONLY 207 DAYS UNTIL
GRADUATION!!! After that, most
of us will probably come back to
Mt. St. James for reunions and an
occasional Homecoming. With us
on those days, we will bring our new
spouses, then children, then
GRANDCHILDREN!
When we do come back to the
campus, it would be nice to be able
to point to something and be proud
that we, as a class made that
contribution.
The voting for the gift was just
recently completed. Many of you
may have wondered why your
suggestion did not appear on the
ballot as one of the possible choices
and we would like to clarify why
some suggestions were omitted.
A scholarship was one popular
choice. However, Holy Cross
requires a $100,000 minimum for
an endowment. Needless to say,
we will not be able to meet that
minimum. A one-time scholarship
was another idea, but we would like
to find a gift that will have a
reasonable degree of permanency.
A number of ideas were left off
the list because they are things that
physical plant should take care of if
there is a need. Gifts such as
increased lighting on campus, stairs
to freshman field, bleachers on
freshman field, and lighting of the
Fenwick and O'Kane towers would
fit into this category.
Another problem with many of
the suggestions was economic
feasibility. Besides the scholarship,
things such as a scoreboard,
improvements to the weight room,
nautilus room, and language lab, a
mural of Holy Cross history, a new
tapestry for the ballroom, and
lighting for the lower tennis courts
are too costly. A jukebox for the
Pub also falls under this category.
It would require constant
maintenance and if we wanted to
buy it rather than rent it, it would
probably be out of our price range.
The gifts that did appear on the
ballot (i.e. stairs to freshman field, a
sports calendar case, cushions for
kneelers, crucifixes for Stein, a map
of the campus, a trophy case, and
books for the library) are gifts that
might be within our price range,
that would better serve the
community in some way, and that
are fairly long-lasting.
We greatly appreciate the
support the class has shown thus far
in terms of providing us with
suggestions. The next step for us
will be to get a feel for the
sentiment of the class as a whole
and to explore options to best satisfy
this sentiment. -
We will also be beginning to ask
for your financial support as we
need to know what sort of price
range we are working with when we
are pricing particular gifts. As we
stated in our letter before Columbus
Day, we are very interested in
making sure that every member of
the class participates in this
endeavor.
If every member of the class
donates at least $19.92, we will have
over $13,000 with which to purchase
a gift.
If we receive this amount, other
gifts might become more feasible.
Please be as generous as possible in
order to allow us to leave Holy
Cross with a gift that will be true to
the spirit and pride of our class.
Thank you and enjoy Senior
Weekend.
McGovern. . .
(Continued tram Pap 1)
States," he said.
He cited statistics that place one
out of five children in poverty and
one fourth in fatherless homes.
Despite th,F "Reagan Revolution,"
McGovern added, there are
currently more taxes for public
services today than ten years ago.
According to McGovern, the
national economy and the national
debt should not be tolerated either.
He said the large tax cuts to those
with the highest income and an
excess of military spending in the
1980's has left the country in a
national debt of 350 billion dollars.
Now, he explained, the government
must repay debts that have already
accumulated.
McGovern said he advocates
turning in a new direction.
"It is imperative that the 1992
Presidential campaign be an exercise
in which we define the central issues
before this country," he said.
The former senator said that it is
nonsensical that the United States
spends two to three billion on a
defense budget to protect countries
like Germany and Japan, at a time
when there is no threat to our own
shores.
McGovern proposed his "Strategy
of Common Sense" which includes
_several policies that would
ameliorate the social and political
state of America. He endorsed the
importance of the opportunity to
work, good health care, effective
education. governmentally protected
low interest mortgages, and the
need for a clean environment. To
pay for this, McGovern proposed to
lower military spending by fifty
percent over a three year period--
150 billion dollars overall. A 39
percent income tax rise, which
would still be the lowest of all
industrial countries, would cover the
cost while enabling the middle class
to benefit as well.
Despite McGovern's lengthy list
of grievances, he expressed
optimism in what the people and
the government of this country can
accomplish together. With a strong
American economy, political
leadership, and a just, humane
society, McGovern said that the
social concerns of the United States
can be met.
"I think we are living in one of
the most remarkable and
revolutionary eras in world history.
We have the power to begin the
world all over again."
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S.AA. SPOTLIGHT
By JOHN SEGOTA
SPECIAL TO NEWS
Midterms, papers, work, financial
problems, relationship problems--
sound familiar? To many people this
does, and they can lead to the same
thing--stress.
At mid-point in the semester
stress is common among students.
Stress occurs when physical,
psychological, or emotional demands
force the body to adapt at a rate
which it is unable to maintain.
After the body can no longer
maintain the rate of adaptation,
exhaustion occurs, lowering the
body's immunity and leaving it
susceptible to illness. In severe cases
a person can collapse and have a
breakdown. For this reason alone,
stress is a problem that has to be
dealt with in its early stages.
While stress is very common
among students, its causes and
effects vary. Some people will find
certain events very stressful, such as
an exam, while others will not.
This all depends on such factors
as how each perceives the event,
how threatening each person
believes the event to be, how each
person believes they will handle the
event, etc.
The body deals with stress
through a type of "fight or flight"
reaction. The heart speeds up,
breathing becomes more rapid, and
muscles become tense.
The body prepares itself either
to fight the source of stress or run
away from it. Usually neither
reaction is appropriate to the
situation, so the body is forced to
adapt.
Adaptations can be characterized
in two ways: anxiety or depression.
People who react with anxiety often
exhibit nervousness, tension, an
inability to slow down or relax,
trembling, and abnormal eating and
sleeping habits.
This can lead to ulcers,
hypertension, high blood pressure,
and an ovefall inability to enjoy life.
The other category of reactions
is depression. This is often exhibited
by general fatigue or insomnia,
restlessness or boredom, an inability
to concentrate, loss of appetite, loss
of interest in activities, sex, or life in
general, and feelings of helplessness.
This can lead to chronic headaches,
weight loss or weight gain, and drug
or alcohol abuse.
People most often respond to
these feelings of anxiety and
depression with excessive and self-
destructive behaviors. Some
people over eat or do not eat at all.
Others will begin to smoke, drink,
or use drugs more often. Some
study excessively, while others
generally withdraw. These responses
are unhealthy and can be harmful.
If you find that you or a friend is
beginning to show signs of stress,
there are many ways to deal with it
effectively. You can take a break
from what you are doing, exercise,
plan out your work an
responsibilities, learn to relax, and
most importantly, talk to someone.
Sometimes talking about a
problem can be the most effective
way to deal with it. Getting a
problem off your chest and out in
the open can help you deal with it
better, and by getting others' input,
you can examine it in a new way.
Your SAA is someone you can
talk to. We have been trained as
peer advisors and are always willing
to talk and listen.
If necessary, we can point the
way towards other resources, such as
the Chaplain's Office or the
Counseling Center, to help you deal
with your problem. We are here for
you, and we can be a good friend
when you need one.
Symposium...
(Continued from Page 1)
3:00 p.m. Dr. William Harmon, '69
Director, Division cf Nephrology
Children's Hospital "The Use of
Medications and Artificial Organs to
Replace Vital Body Functions"
4:00 p.m. Dr.
Professor of
Medical School
"Reflections of a
Joseph Murray, '40
Surgery Harvard
Surgeon-Scientist"
Now accepting applications
for next Semester and Fall of '92
school year. Two and three bedroom
houses and apartments close to college.
Call 791-2797 or write to:
JDB Development
Box 2814
Worcester, MA 01613
POLICE BLOTTER
10/17/91 11:15 p.m. Fenwick
Hall-attempted burglary Special
Studies area- no entry gained.
10/19/91 4 p.m. Kimball Road,
investigated a property damage,
motor vehicle accident.
10/19/91 5 p.m. Medical assist at
Dinand Library, a visitor had fallen
along the walkway.
10/19/91 10:30 p.m. Five youths
removed from Hogan lots for
trespassing.
10/19/91 11 a.m. Student reported
her car vandalized in student
parking lot.
10/20/91 3 a.m. Vandalism to an air
supply line broken in Mulledy 2nd
floor stairway.
10/20/91 11:30 p.m. Lehy- student
reported a harassing phone call.
10/22/91 5:45 p.m. Security
responded to smoke in Hogan
Ca fete ria - investigation revealed
electrical malfunction with
equipment.
10/22/91 10:30 p.m. Medical assist to
a student in Mulledy.
10/23/91 6:44 a.m. Security
responded to an alarm in the
O'Kane Computer room, cable
found disconnected.
10/23/91 2:30 p.m. Sgt. Wawiernia,
while on patrol, observed smoke
coming from a car parked in the
student lot. He investigated and put
out a fire under the hood coused by
leaking fuel- very little damage.
"NICE WORK"
10/25/91 1:57 a.m. Wheeler somke
detector activated, system reset.
10/25/91 5:30 a.m. Hanselman-
window broken on 2nd floor Easy
Street.
10/25/91 9 a.m.
Hanselman report of larceny of a
television and VCR from social
room, items were bolted down.
10/25/91 9 p.m. Loyola- report of
harassing phone calls.
10/25/91 11:25 p.m. Incapacitated
student assisted in Student Lot.
Transported to. hospital.
10/26/91 12:15 a.m. Incapacitated
student assisted in Hogan Campus
Center. Transported to hospital.
10/26/91 1:30 a.m. Alumni north
side card reader vandalized.
10/26/91 8:15 p.m. Windows found
broken in Greenhouse.
10/26/91 8:30 p.m. Clark-
anonymous phone calls received.
10/26/91 1:30 p.m. Report of three
gravestones vandalized over the
weekend.
10/27/91 1:20 p.m. Flowerbeds at
Alumni southside and O'Kane
southside vandalized.
10/28/91 10 a.m. All Seasons
Vending reported snack machines in
Dinand Library basement
burglarized.
Facts On Fat
By ANNA DISCENZA
• SPECIAL TO NEWS
Fats - have become feared
substances. Many people do not
understand the role fats play in our
diets and they either ignore their
presence or irrationally avoid them at
all costs. Like all aspects of proper
nutrition, fats need to be understood
for both their benefits and hazards.
Fat, a concentrated source of
energy, serves as a valuable source of
fuel. It is most often used as a storage
form of energy utilized by the body as
it is needed.
In addition to providing energy,
fat is essential to your body because it
provides padding for your vital organs
and nerves, holding them in place and
helping to avoid shock.
It also provides insulation against
rapid temperature or excessive heat
loss, thus serving as an important aid
in maintaining body temperature.
The increased fat around the hips
of the woman's body provides support
during the childbearing process.
While eating, you may observe
both visible and invisible fats. Visible
fats make up about 30 percent of.
dietary fat intake. Visible fats are
butter, fortified margarine, oil, cream.
bacon, etc.
The remaining 70 percent of
dietary fat intake consists of invisible
fats, found in foods such as milk, eggs,
cheese, nuts, cereals, olives, • and
avocados.
Fats are essential to our diet and
consequently vital for good health,
but their intake must be moderated.
The average female should be getting
2000 to 2500 calories a day, and the
average male should be getting 2500
to 3000 calories a day. The high ends
of both scales are geared for the
athletic individual.
The recommended daily
allowance of fat is 15-20 percent of
your daily caloric intake.
Unfortunately, most Americans today
consume fat in such excess that it
usually consists of 40 to 50 percent of
their daily caloric intake. This
dangerous practice can lead to the
development of heart disease, obesity
and certain cancers.
We can lower our fat intake
wherever we eat, including Kimball.
A few good ways of doing this are to:
drink skim milk instead of whole;
avoid donuts and muffins (try bagels
with a little margarine--no cream
cheese), avoid an excess of cheeses,
eat lean meats like turkey, chicken
and ham, and choose dry tuna rather
than mayonnaise soaked tuna salad.
The main idea is to be aware of
what you eat throughout the day and
moderate your fat intake without
eliminating it. Fat is not something to
be feared, but to be understood.
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NROTC: 100 percent
is always the goal
The students bustle hurriedly into
the room. These are not just regular
students, they are NROTC
Midshipmen preparing for their
weekly leadership lab.
After their 0545 physical
training and a day of classes, some are
tired, but all realize that they are
about to learn some valuable lessons
in preparation for their future jobs as
Navy and Marine Corps officers.
The annual Fall Picnic
brought to light the comraderie of the
battalion--only a closely knit team can
prevail at "combat" frisbee. These
games demonstrated the need for
team work even during times of fun
and laughter.
As a member of a military
organization, every NROTC
CLASSIFIEDS
Mary Kay Products - Skin Care
glamour. Holiday men's skin care.
Call Elaine Robinson 832-2911
Spring Break: Cancun, Bahamas
from $259.00 includes roundtrip air,
7 nights hotel, parties, free
admission, hotel taxes and more!
Organize a small group. Earn free
trip. 1(800)BEACH IT
Management Positions
accepting
in
management
earnings is
info call
College Pro is now
applications for those interested
gaining valuable
experience. Average
$8000 - $10,000. For more
1-800-346-4649
Financial Aid available immediately!
Special grants program. Every
student eligible. No one turned
down. Simple application. Send
name, address and $1 P&H
fee(refundable) to: Student Services,
P.O. Box 22-4026, Hollywood, FL
33022
Any interested girls looking for a
cozy room with a sunporch. Free
parking, near campus, residential
street. Call 792-2340
Earn Fabulous FREE Spring Break
Vacation while meeting new people
and earning cash. Work at your own
pace. Energetic, highly motivated,
outgoing individuals needed. Call
Bob at Campus Holidays 1-800-627-
4791
CONDO FOR RENT AUTUMN
CHASE Old school renovation 926
Soutbridge St 2 Bed Loft style
apartment, furnished, all appliances
$575/month.
3 people max. Available immediately
till July '92 835-2066
Midshipman realizes what their
country may actually require of them-
-up to and including their lives. This
reality was sent home when Mr.
Gregory, a former Korean prisoner-
of-war, spoke to the battalion at the
annual POW/MIA ceremony.
He spoke of will power and
determination and death. His
description of a POW camp was a
reminder that torture plays no
favorites -- all prisoners of all
backgrounds suffered. The other
portion of the ceremony was a solemn
remembrance of those countryman
who are still listed as POW/MIA.
Midshipmen recently took
the biannual Physical Readiness Test.
In order to ensure adequate ability,
the Navy requires Midshipmen to
take this physical test every semester.
October 1 was our day to run 1 1/2
miles in 8 minutes 10 seconds, do 67
push-ups in two minutes, and do 100
sit-ups in two minutes.
These figures are required
for a maximum score, but as you
listen to Midshipmen say, "I only need
2 more to get max.," you realize 100
percent is always the goal. The
Marine Option Midshipman have an
even more demanding physical fitness
test.
There are many other goals
for active Midshipmen. Many club
activities occur throughout the week
and absorb the students' interests.
Drill team, color guard, pistol team,
Semper Fidelis Society, and
intramural sports teams are a few of
the activities Midshipmen can join.
The clubs offer an opportunity for
young Midshipmen to get to know the
upperclassmen and establish a
friendly bond.
All these activities
seem to take a good amount of time
of a Midshipmen's schedule, but
academics are stressed by the unit
staff as the number one priority for all
Midshipmen. Tutors and other free
academic assistance are always
readily available.
Other than studying and
participating in battalion activities,
the NROTC Unit has been
participating in parades, escorting at
beauty pageants, competing in sailing
regattas, and attending presentations
given by a variety of speakers,
including Rear Admiral Habermyer
who spoke recently on the latest
improvements in the submarine
community. The
freshman, or fourth class
Midshipmen, attend a period of
instruction every Saturday morning in
the fall during which they receive
military indoctrination. The list of
battalion activities will grow as the
semester progresses.
Coming events for the
remainder of this semester include
the annual Spaghetti Dinner Nov. 1,
the Navy/Marine Corp Birthday Ball
Nov. 15, and the Change of
Command followed by another
memorable Christmas Party Dec. 10.
Holy Cross Navy/Marine
Corp ROTC is currently accepting
applications from Freshman and
Sophomores for Two and Three year
Scholarship programs. Anyone
interested in applying should contact
LT Ken Fitzpatrick at Holy Cross
Navy ROTC (793-3387).
Writing Workshop
dispels myths
By AMY POLACK()
NEWS STAFF
Holy Cross' Writing Workshop, is
now open and is ready to assist
students from all majors in improving
their writing. The Workshop offers
students a chance to share their
writing with writers who have been
faced with the same problems and
have utilized the Workshop
themselves.
One of its main goals is to dispel
the myth that only certain people,
such as the tutors, are able to write.
Instead, it emphasizes peer tutoring
techniques for all levels of writing,
within a warm, friendly atmosphere.
The Workshop Faculty Director,
Dr. Elisabeth Chiseri Strater, sees the
Workshop as a means to improve
students' writing through a process of
sharing writing and receiving
feedback on it. She would like to see
the Workshop become an active,
comfortable place for students of all
abilities.
Strater is a visiting professor at
Holy Cross and is replacing Professor
Patricia Bizzell, who is on leave, as
the director of the Workshop.
She received most of her training
at the University of New Hampshire
and has directed the writing center at
Sacred Heart University. Dr. Strater
has also had experience in training
secondary school teachers in the
teaching of writing.
Strater's book, Academic
Literacies, outlines her belief that
writing is an essential part of the
learning experience. She emphasizes
the importance of writing across the
curriculum and encourages faculty
from every department to incorporate
writing into their instruction.
Strater has observed a
concentration on formal writing at
Holy Cross and believes that many
people in the college have
disregarded the steps necessary in
developing good academic writing.
She encourages the use of journal
writing as a way to foster these writing
skills.
Strater incorporates these
teaching methods into her
Composition and Pedagog course,
which prepares potential tutors for
their role in the Writing Workshop.
Students are recommended for this
single semester course by professors
who have commended their writing
abilities. These students must also
display a desire to tutor and an
interest in helping others.
In this course, students trace the
writing process and are trained to
help other students with languatge
and grammar. Peter O'Malley, a
junior History major who is currently
taking the course, remarked that he
has "learned about the writing process
and how to help others without just
being a grammar cop."
The tutors in the Writing
Workshop are not entirely from the
English department. This idea has
been a major misconception
concerning the Workshop. The
tutors available represent a variety of
majors, such as economics, political
science, theatre, history, and physics.
Another
misconception, according to Tom
Cincotta '93, a political science major,
is that many people think the Writing
Workshop can only help students with
their grammar-- that tutors are not
capable of aiding in the writing
process itself.
Although the tutors' purpose is
not to write the students' papers for
them either, Cincotta says that they
can "get students to discuss ideas
themselves." Among other things, the
tutors can aid students in narrowing a
topic, formulating a thesis, organizing
a paper, or drawing conclusions.
Often, students bring in a rough
draft into the Workshop to be looked
at before writing their final copy. In
this way, tutors are capable of aiding
in the students' brainstorming process
as well.
It is Strater's goal to have students
think of the Writing Workshop as
their very own resource--much like
the library. She feels that Holy Cross'
Writing Center differs from many
others in that it is run by the students,
for the students. Many of the tutors
have gone to the Workshop
themselves and can identify with the
students' problems and anxieties, she
said.
The tutors hope to establish
personal relationships with students
and possibly meet with them on a
regular basis. The Workshop rejects
the idea that it is there merely to fix
students' papers.
On the contrary, it is a place
where tutors are prepared to spend
long periods of time with students. In
addition, records are kept on each
student for each tutoring session so
that tutors may refer to files in order
to research previous visits.
In this way, if a different tutor
helps the student, he or she will be
able to familiarize himself or herself
with the student's strengths or
weaknesses.
Strater explained an added
advantage of seeking assistance at the
Workshop is that professors are
notified when students come in and
receive help on their papers. Thi
s procedure works on the students'
behalf, she said, because it shows the
professor that they put extra effort
into the assignment.
She also noted that some
professors utilize the Writing
Workshop for course-link tutors,
These tutors are students who have
taken the professor's course
previously and work with his or her
students to give them help in writing
papers or taking exams.
For students' convenience, the
Writing Workshop may be contacted.,
at 793-2560. The Workshop's phone
service may he used to find out if the
tutors are overwhelmed with large
numbers of students or are free to
help them during a specific time.
Also, students may call to inquire as
to whether a particular tutor, with
whom they have had a positive
experience, is on duty.
The Writing Workshop is located
In Fenwick 217, and is open Monday
through Thursday 12:30- 4:30 p.m.
and 7-9 p.m.
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SCHEDULE OF EVENTS
TONIGHT Senior Cocktail Reception
Hogan Ballroom
8 p.m. to 2 a.m.
TOMORROW HC vs. Lafayette
1 p.m.
Senior Pub Night
9:30 p.m.
SUNDAY Senior Class Mass
5 p.m.
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ything but democracy
Crisis at Loyola House Council
this week: DOS offers the residents
of Loyola the chance to implement
a Student Conduct Hearing Board
to serve as a peer judicial body
focused on disciplinary issues.
What's the crisis? Some people
(enough to block the proposal)
worry that peer bias would be too
much of a problem to accept this
offer. We are being given an
opportunity to monitor our own
behavior and handle offenders as
we, not DOS, judge appropriate.
And yet, there are those who would
prefer to continue having autocratic
decrees passed down by Fr.
Markey's Posse. It just doesn't make
sense.
The board would consist of
seven elected members who would
"participate in broad training
programs on College policy, due
process, community expectations,
confidentiality and education-based
discipline philosophy" (DOS
Proposal). To give this proposal
sufficient credibility, the board will
be given enough power to remove
transgressors from campus (big
shudder from the opposition). To
many I heard at the meeting and
spoke with afterward, it is obvious
Iliat those running for this board
would have to be conscientious and
_responsible individuals whom other
students find trustworthy. It is not so
obvious to everyone, however.
The meeting was a terrific study
in democracy. Over seventy-five
people attended. 75! At a House
Council Meeting! At last, proof that
ANGRY YOUNG
apathy isn't always a problem,
especially during this week devoted
to social concerns. No, apathy wasn't
our problem. Misunderstanding and
a lack of willingness to take
responsibility did a fine job of giving
apathy a breather. I'm sure it will be
back in the game soon, though. The
scary part about being in such a
great democratic setting was
discovering that democracy is too
much for some people to handle.
Here were two DOS officials
telling us that we, as intelligent Holy
Cross students, are mature and
capable enough to handle a self-
disciplining environment. So, as can
be quickly understood by anyone
grasping the irony of our existence
at this school and on this planet, we
showed DOS that they are wrong.
Some would prefer that DOS
continue to do the job that they are
paid to do and not allow us to
shoulder that responsibility for our
own community. How depressing.
These boards have existed before
at Holy Cross. They were
discontinued because members were
untrained and too lenient with their
sanctions. The farce that students
allowed ten years ago could be
turned into a strong example of a
newly rediscovered commitment to
maturity and accountability at Holy
Cross. We are going to have to be
adults at some point. Why turn away
from a chance to start now?
And what are most people really
afraid of? That they may break the
rules and get caught? It is possible
that the proposed board would not
MAN I Dan McLaughlin
have to be used. Our complex
director noted that there would have
only been two instances this
semester she would have referred to
a student conduct review board.
Yes, this board could ostensibly
"kick people off campus," but they
would rather be judged by the
careful consideration of seven
people than of just one. No one's
rights would be taken lightly, nor
would the responsibility of the board
members be easily dismissed.
I worry about how terribly our
sense of duty has been trampled on
so that a few would not trust the
integrity of their own elected peers
to use their power responsibly and
respectfully. Perhaps this has
something to do with the Congress
and President we now stagnate
apathetically under. Perhaps people
just balk at change on any level
around here.
As was necessary and distressing,
though not surprising, the vote on
whether Loyola chooses to accept
this proposal - a key aspect of the
proposal being that it is our choice
whether to accept or refuse this
idea- was put off for two weeks to
allow more people time for
discussion and reflection. If this
succeeds in Loyola, plans will be
made to expand the system campus-
wide. I wonder how we can ever
become men and women for anyone
if we cling tightly to being
disciplined like little boys and girls.
Peter 0'AI:1*y is a columnist for
The Crusad e r.
Louisiana's Duke of hate
Our government is always in need
of the services of energetic people
with fresh ideas and a new
perspective. Particularly in the face
of troubling economic news and
difficult social problems, we can ill
afford to look down our noses at new
leadership that offers hope and
change to the American people. That
being said, however, one thing the
American people do not need is
David Duke.
David Duke's political odyssey
began a few years ago as a long shot
candidate for the Louisiana state
legislature. Even then the media was
attracted to the strange story of a
former KKK head who might actually
win a legitimate place in public office.
There was no questioning his
energy or enthusiasm; even his
professed policies were well within
the spectrum of typical GOP rhetoric.
What made people nervous about
this man was his history as an avowed
racist and leader of the most
prominent racist organization in
America. Particularly in an area like
Louisiana the population is very
aware of what the KKK stands for the
memories of lynchings and
intimidation are not so distant as we
would like to think.
Where Duke won a seat in the
legislature, most people still dismissed
him as a crank in an office of minor
importance, a regional curiosity in the
perennially curious area of Louisiana
politics. The Republican Party,
sensitive to criticism on racial issues,
made a point of distancing itself
from Duke, but seemed more worried
about the connection to his unsavory
image than about any real threat of
having to deal with him attaining any
real power.
A little over a week ago, however,
everything changed. With the defeat
Outrageous remedy
To the Editor.
Obviously the author of "The
Outrage of the Week" which
appeared in the October 25th issue
of The Crusader does not live in
Clark House. We experience the
same frustration of being unable to
find quarters on the weekends to do
out laundry.
As a result, we began keeping
quarters in our apartment last spring
and made them available to
students. Many residents in Clark
use this service and we would be
happy to provide quarters to any
student needing them.
Barbara J. Dean
Gary A. Carskaddan
Clark 218
of Democratic governor Buddy
Roemer in the primary, the
gubernatorial race has now been
narrowed to Duke and former
Democratic governor Edwin
Edwards. Suddenly we could have a
state government under the sway of a
man with ties to the KKK for the first
time in decades. Needless to say, this
does not sit well with most thinking
Americans.
The real issue in the case of David
Duke is an issue that has always been
a sticking point in American politics:
can a candidate's present persona be
judged by his or her past? Can we
condemn this man- or Ted Kennedy
or Clarence Thomas or a person who
is now or has ever been a member of
the Communist Party- for what he
once was or did? Mr. Duke claims
that his racist opinions were "youthful
indiscretions"; shall we hold all
candidates for public office
accountable for the things they said
when they were young? Should
David Duke be forced to wear a
scarlet "R" for the rest of his life.
Our leaders control many of the
most important aspects of our society
and often set the moral tone of public
life on key issues. We can not afford
to entrust these positions to just
anyone.
Candidates for public office should be
beyond reproach; while few can live
up completely to such a demanding
standard, we should be discriminating
Top Ten Activities
Planned for Senior
Weekend
10. Grand opening of Dan
Wetzel's Art Show in Fenwick,
billed as, "An Abysmally Fine Line
Between Genius and Madness."
9. Not only will there be legal
kegs, but a temporary pre-fab
Shack of Ill-Repute will be
constructed on Freshman Field on
Saturday.
8. Bungee-jumping while screaming
the Van Haien axiom, "Oooh, my
babe is poundcake."
7. Party thrown by youngin' seniors
with green wristbands when they
realize that the bouncer is color-
blind.
6. Group recording of "Things
that make you go, 'God, if I hear
this song one more time, I'm
gonna hurl."
5. Raunchy ceremony in which
your favorite significant other
wears vampire fangs and chews off
the wristband that can't be
removed.
4. Massacre at Friday night's
Cocktail Party held in Hogan when
it turns out that Nostradamus
actually meant a lowercase I"
3. "Be-Annie-Long's-Crush-for-a-
Day" Contest.
2. Seven hundred people join in
the consummation of the marriage.
1. Drink way too much beer, get
sick, pass out, and then report that
you had an unbelievable time.
in choosing our public servants to
weed out those who don't come
particularly close. By anyone's
standards of acceptable behavior the
man David Duke is no way fit to be
a public servant. How can we know
he's changed? We can't. We can
take him on faith the way we've
taken and been taken by so many
other scoundrels and charlatans.
As Christians we'd like to believe
that people like David Duke can
change, but as realistic students of
human nature we know that they
don't. Louisiana doesn't need
another demagogue in the Huey
Long mold, and America does not
need a Louisiana run by David Duke.
This is not to say that Edwin Edwards
is a saint; he's no racist but he is a
crook, having run an appallingly
corrupt government in the tradition
of the bayou state's politics.
As President Bush remarked,
"There ought to be a line on the
ballot that says 'no'." The point is as
relevant to Edwards as to Duke: he
was once a man clearly unfit to serve,
and we have no real proof that that
has changed.
Perhaps it seems unduly harsh to
hold public officials responsible for
their pasts, but if we form our
governments ny renouncing
responsibility, we can hardly be
offended if we wind up with
irresponsible government. If the
people of Louisiana vote David Duke
and all his dirty laundry and hate into
the governor's office they are getting
the government they deserve.
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Thinking about choice Blaming the victim
To the e I
Within the past few weeks I have
been simultaneously encouraged and
disheartened by the course of events
in the highly contentious debate
over the right of abortion. I am
please to see Judge Thomas
confirmed for a seat on the
Supreme Court, if only for the
reason that he obviously is not
inclined to support the Roe versus
Wade decision. However, two weeks
ago I saw bulletins going up around
campus which announced the
gathering of Pro-Choice students
here at Holy Cross. It surprised me
that as things were progressing in
such a favorable manner nationally
that the parochial debate here at a
conservative, Catholic enclave of
higher intellect, the student body
was assuming a position heretical to
the moral and intellectual nature of
our community. While I was
subsequently encouraged by a letter
to the editor from John Callaghan
who sufficiently under-minded the
Pro-Choice movement from a moral,
natural law perspective, I think it is
essential to present the abortion
rights debate from a common-sense
perspective.
Intellect and common sense
deduce the irrationality of Pro-
Choice. First and foremost, at the
center of the Pro-Choice argument
is a notion that the life of an
unborn fetus can be terminated
"I think it
present the
debate from
perspective."
is essential to
abortion rights
a common sense
because it is not a human being.
The Pro-Choice camp is necessarily
forced to assume this perspective,
otherwise it would have to
acknowledge that a human being is
being murdered each time an
abortion takes place. This position is
illogical, for how can something
human come from something
inhuman. Were we aliens or animals
prior to some arbitrary date at
which time we suddenly underwent
metamorphosis in order to become
human? That the lives of HUMAN
BEINGS rather than some inhuman
entity are being terminated is
evidenced by the fact that at the
same stage of fetal maturation some
babies are being born and surviving
pre-mature birth, while others are
being aborted.
Secondly, the abortion debate
presents one rather unique instance
where technology and the advance
of science has benefited religion and
morality. Today's advanced state of
technology has allowed us to fully
realize the awe-inspiring nature of
human gestation. Not only can we
graphically display the maturation of
the human fetus from conception to
birth, but more importantly we are
increasingly able tO decipher the
genetic mapping which occurs at
nearly the moment of conception.
Due to this advance in the area of
genetic determination, we are
cognizant of the unborn fetus' early,
determination of such physical
characteristics as sex, color of eyes,
and mental capacity. The fetus
which pro-Choice supporters would
allow to be legally killed is
potentially a sensitive woman or
man destined to have great impact
on the people around him or her.
Pro-Choice supporters' principle
defense of the legality of abortion is
that each woman has the right to
privacy and therefore the right to do
with her body as she sees fit. This is
a clever attempt to wrap themselves
in the Constitution and subsequently
make their argument unquestionably
upright and legal. However, as
science and common sense have
allowed us to determine, the unborn
fetus is an immature human being
forced to use the womb as
mechanism of their maturation. The
womb, therefore, in times of
pregnancy is not a part of the
woman's body with which she can
freely violate or misuse according to
her will; at the moment of
conception the uterus becomes
shelter and nourishment for the
maturing fetus. With this perception
of the fetus as a maturing individual
who requires a healthy, protective
and nourishing womb to reach his
full potential, there should be no
legal distinction between the right of
a young, maturing child to a stable,
non-violent nurturing environment
and the right of the unborn child to
have that same opportunity.
It may seem like an injustice, but
each woman must be aware that
every time she engages in sexual
intercourse she is submitting herself
to the possibility that she may have
to forfeit her right to privacy with
regards to her uterus. Her womb
assumes the property of crib, food
and protection, none of which
should be denied to the unborn
child. That women should have to
be entirely responsible for providing
this service is an injustice, but it is
an opportune injustice for women
and not men possess the sensitivity,
maturity, and nurturing instincts
which dispose them to bear this
injustice and make the appropriate
adjustments; whether those
adjustments are sexual abstinence,
birth control, or the sacrifice of
pregnancy. For me, the right to
privacy as a justification for abortion
is paramount to the atrocious excuse
for child abuse, "He's/She's my kid,
I'll do whatever I want with my
child!"
I must admit that I am no expert
on the debate concerning Roe
versus Wade, nor do I pretend to
know all the scientific, theological
and legal innuendos concerning
conception, pregnancy and abortion.
However, as a thinking person I find
the idea of abortion an affront to
my common sense. The word
"abortion" even connotes the
irrationality of terminating, stopping,
or killing the budding life of an
unborn, maturing fetus. The
Catholic Church's perspective on the
right to life debate, as intimated in
last week's letter from Mr.
Callaghan, is a simple and
unyielding reference to the
inviability of human life from the
moment of conception. Therefore,
from the intellectual and moral
perspective, a Holy Cross Pro-
Choice group is a double oxymoron
for its ideals confront the spiritual
and cerebral nature of our school. 
PbilIip Bocding is a' contributor to
The Crusader.
paternal responsibility codes. We
should work on improving
conditions for women.
Yes, life is sacred. We should
work to protect the unborn as well
as their parents. Simply outlawing
abortion will not end it. We also
need to implement adequate aid
and services for families. If such
supports existed, women might no
longer obtain abortions out of
despair and the current rate of 1 in
4 pregnancies being aborted
(according to Planned Parenthood's
Alan Guttmacher Institute) would
be reduced.
Stopping abortion is the primary
goal of the pro-life movement. Mr.
Callaghan advocates "punishment
for those who procure an abortion."
This improves nothing! Life is our
goal here and improving our
society's positive programs
educate and empower
should be our method.
Mr. Callaghan, if you
convince anyone of the pro-life
movement's validity, please try
thinking before writing your next
letter. Even your usage of the term
"mankind" in reference to the
unborn can be easily constructed as
evidence of,your greater concern for
males than for females. The
disrespect for women evident in
your letter of October 25 can
quickly turn many sensitive, caring
people from our cause. If you are
truly pro-life and anti-abortion
concern yourself with gaining respect
unborn.
to
women
aim to
I am writing in response to last
week's letter, "No Laissez-Faire
Abortion," by John R. Callaghan. I
share his desire that our society
respect life. The right to life is the
premier right and we, as living
beings, have a responsibility to
protect it. While I do agree with
Mr. Callaghan's pro-life stance, I
must express my dismay over
his attitude toward women. Mr.
Callaghan equates a woman who
has aborted her child to a murderer.
While abortion does end life and is
therefore a means of killing, women
who experience abortion are not
murderers.
The term murder implies malice.
No woman maliciously plans to kill.
Women, Mr. Callaghan, have hearts
and minds. Abortions do not result
from evil women plotting to kill.
Abortions are the result of a lack of
feasible, available alternatives.
Abortive mothers are not
murderers.
Instead they are victimS. Both
mother and child are victims of a
society which lacks adequate
educational, economic, and social
services. In my ideal society, both
women and men would be fully
educated on sex, sexuality,
contraception, and 'human
development. An ideal society
would by law provide contraception,
counseling, and education as well as
parental work-leave programs,
affordable child-care, and enforced
paternal work-leave programs,
affordable child-care, and enforced
for both women and
Amy Donnel'y '92
NIGHT CLUB
for the
266 Chandler St., Worcester, Massachusetts
753-7775
c ike0t61116
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Why, then, Kennebunkport?
The close of Social Concerns
Week poses an opportunity to throw
my voice into the continuing
discussion of homelessness that has
filled the pages of The Crusader for
the past month. My colleague Chris
Serres began the dialogue some
time ago by posing the question
"Why are you protesting?" The
article inspired a very powerful and
heartfelt response from several
corners.
My object here is somewhat
distinct from that important
discussion, and for the sake of
argumentation only, I am willing to
grant to Mr. Serresv critics that their
observations are wholly accurate.
Yet, even after this has been done, I
must still ask of them a similar
question which I will phrase, "Why
did you protest in Kennebunkport?"
I know several people involved
in SCOHAH and to them I must
extend most sincere praise. You are,
perhaps, the most genuinely caring
and concerned people on this
campus. I know that you work
tirelessly in this city; that you
provide an invaluable service to
people in great need; that your
motives are pure and good. What
others only preach, you put into
practice. You are driven by your
hearts to apply your love and your
labor to improve the lives of those
less fortunate. I believe that you
are shining examples of citizenship.
Your letter was both coherent
and intelligent and also
demonstrated a keen awareness that
there "exists a violent cycle in our
country that traps the poor and
underprivileged." Further, you
wisely noted that the "lack of
affordable housing" should be a
prominent concern.
wholeheartedly applaud your
recognition of these two aspects of
the current crisis. However, your
choice of Kennebunkport as the
place to vent your frustrations
implies a faulty understanding of the
cause of these conditions.
While increasing public
awareness of homelessness was
certainly a major part of the protest,
I simply cannot believe that it was
the only object of the march.
Senate Majority Leader George
Mitchell also owns a lovely home in
Maine and you could very well have
shocked and dazed the national
press corps had you pointed out this
"evident contrast" in the lifestyles of
the rich and poor.
It cannot consistently be denied
that there was a definite political
connection in the choice of
Kennebunkport and that the
immediate political target of any
protest held there is George Bush.
Specifically with regard to the
President's position on the housing
issue, the target of this march was
Et1
also Jack Kemp, who serves as
Secretary of Housing and Urban
Development.
It is crucial to understand that
the "lack of affordable housing"
which you rightly deplore is not an
inherent and unavoidable dark side
of capitalism. Rather, as Mr. Kemp
notes, this problem stems from a
"growing web of environmental
regulations, zoning laws, rent control
ordinances, construction permits,
and impact and construction fees"
which are "distorting the market and
sending building costs and land
prices spiraling upwards."
It is also crucial to understand
with Secretary Kemp that, "In urban
areas, rent control is particularly
invidious form of housing
discrimination against the poor"
because it discourages new building
and encourages middle and upper
class people to remain in controlled
apartments thus blocking entrance
into the market by the poor.
Earlier this year, Secretary Kemp
unveiled the HOPE program, an
innovative initiative to radically
redesign federal housing policy. He
"With effort and ingenuity, we
can replace our entangling
social safety net with a
trampoline."
wants to dismantle the regulatory
mess that fuels higher housing costs.
He wants to end dehumanizing
policies which build monolithic
towers of poverty infested with drug
dealers.
Mr. Kemp's new assistance
programs would include vouchers to
allow recipients to seek out housing
in the private market thus
empowering them with choices to
decide where and how they would
live. The system would spur
competition, and thus efficiency,
among private builders while also
providing incentives to rehabilitate
private units. He intends to "expand
the equity base of poor people
themselves" while giving them
incentives to "preserve and upgrade
this housing stock far into the
future."
The proposal would not be
cheap. He openly admits that he
has "never been fearful or reluctant
in stating that waging a new war on
poverty will require a federal
investment." However, such costs
would be offset in the long run as
people escaped the "violent cycle" of
public housing dependence.
Housing policy is just one
element of the Secretary's
imaginative and comprehensive
effort to break the policies that
exclude our poorest citizens from
enjoying the rewards of our free
S'.'f DoN'T tool{
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enterprise system. He is trying to
launch a real war of poverty under
the Republican banner.
However, HOPE never
happened. It was killed in the U.S.
Congress by a coalition of
Democrats and lobbyists
representing the entrenched
interests of the public housing
industry. The vote fell directly
along party lines. These public
bureaucrats and builders have
grown dependent upon keeping the
poor trapped in the "violent cycle"
of public dependence.
The hard truth is that public
housing is a profitable business like
any other except that it thrives by
dehumanizing the lives and stifling
the futures of our poorest citizens.
By sponsoring private housing, the
government can instead help to
enrich and empower these very
same people.
I firmly believe, as I suspect you
do, that while working as "a point of
light" is very important, we must
also work to shape public policy in
order to achieve desired goals.
Thus, I approve of your
organization's efforts to exert
influence upon the political process.
However, your decision to target the
Bush administration indicates to me
that you have taken up arms for the
wrong side of this critical battle.
By tapping the energy, diversity,
and creativity of the marketplace,
we can utilize our collective strength
and will without resorting to the
collective solutions which have too
often engendered side effects that
stifle and smother, if not destroy,
the lives of citizens most in need of
our help. With effort and ingenuity,
we can replace our entangling social
safety net with a trampoline.
Secretary Kemp calls it
"capitalism with a face" and
President Bush wholeheartedly
supports the concept which he
commonly refers to as "dynamic
governmeth." It is a novel and
energetic approach, worthy of your
embrace, which would well be under
way were it not for a belligerent
Congressional majority tied to the
special interests of the poverty
industry.
I request only that you weigh
what I have said with a fresh,
inquisitive, discerning, and
dispassionate frame of mind. I ask
you to thoroughly search your minds
as well as your hearts and to
vigorously challenge your present
assumptions.
You stated that you marched
because "in the face of such
injustice, how could we not." I
candidly ask of you, and it is my
sincere hope that you will reflect
and perhaps respond, what kind of
justice did you serve by choosing
Kennebunkport?
Fully human
without
a home
To the
There are two attributes which
all homeless people share in
common. First, they are fully human
with all the hopes, desires, pains
and suffering of any other man,
woman or child. Second, they are
without a home.
It's too easy for us, in this world
of labels and instant solutions, to
forget about homeless people and to
look to stereotypical terminology.
Terms such as drug addicts,
mentally ill, bums etc. pull us all
into a mindset of hopelessness in
which it is easy to dismiss people as
problems.
There has always been a social
pull to do this but the tendency has
increased since the recession. Most
likely this is because people are
feeling frustrated and overwhelmed
by their own problems right now
and would like to be able to dismiss
larger social issues. Certainly our
President has shown that he would
rather deal with wars and global
strategies than with seeing that
people in our own country have
food, homes, education and jobs.
While people are poor for a
variety of reasons, the fact remains
that an increasing number of poor
people are without homes. And the
number of poor people is rapidly
rising. The fact is, if you are poor
you can't afford a place to live in
Worcester, or in much of our
nation. And if you can't afford a
place to live you become homeless.
Once you are without a home it
becomes increasingly difficult to
hold on to your children (if you are
a parent), your trust (if you are a
child), your hope (if you are a
young person), your health (if you
are weak or elderly), or your sanity
(if you have been hurt before). Yet,
I have never met a homeless person
who was anything less than fully
human. And I have never met a
homeless person who didn't desire a
home.
The Holy Cross Student
Coalition on Homelessness and
Housing has made some very
important efforts to learn, advocate,
participate, seek for solutions, and
house people. After watching and
working with this coalition, my staff
has been very impressed with the
depth of their knowledge and the
productive results of their efforts. I
commend them on their fine work
and recommend SCOHAH to any of
your readers as a place where they
might wish to put their efforts.
Anyone wishing to participate in
other ways is welcome to call out
office to find out about volunteer
needs in our organization, shelters
and non-profit housing development
organizations. We also have a
resource file of information on
homelessness and housing for those
interested in learning more. Our
telephone number is 791-7265.
Thank you, SCOHAH and The
Crusader for creating a forum for
discussion of this important issue.
Perhaps as a result fewer people will
be forced to live without homes.
Kathleen Hasegawa
Worcester Committee on
Homelessness and Housing
DAIN
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De-emphasizing alcohol
Earlier this week, Holy Cross Seniors received a flyer in
their P.O.'s advertising the festivities for this weekend's
Senior Weekend. Shamefully, each event, except for the
Senior Mass, was focused on the consumption of alcohol.
Each activity heralded the availability of "Free-Beer",
"More Free-Beer", and "Still more free beer!"
Although there is nothing wrong with offering alcohol at
social events to those who are of age, advertising drinking
as the central event at each of the Senior activities is
deplorable.
It is ironic that this literature was distributed only a few
days after Holy Cross' Alcohol Awareness Week. The
message of the week's programs was to promote
responsible and intelligent drinking practices. The contents
of the flyer, distributed by Seniors, undermines and ignored
the efforts of those working to promote responsibility with
alcohol. One must wonder how it is possible to inform and
assist Holy Cross students in alcohol education, when
Seniors, the role models of the campus, insist in hosting
events which directly contradict the precepts of Alcohol
Education Week?
In addition, focusing the Senior activities on alcohol
undermines the unity of the Class of 1992 which is the
purpose of the weekend. The emphasis upon alcohol
makes an obvious distinction among those who can and can
not drink. Interaction is suppressed by a trivial green or
yellow wristband.
The solution is surprisingly simple. Advertisements of
the weekend should not suggest that each event is designed
around consuming alcohol. In addition, activities should be
organized to include all Seniors particularly those who are
not twenty-one as well as those who choose not to drink.
POSITION AVAILABLE
The Crusader is now accepting applications for the position
of Editor-in-Chief for the spring and fall of 1.991 Letters of
intent, relevant expereience and a sample of writing should
be submitted to Jeffrey R. Jablonski, Editor-in-Chief, P.O.
Box 32A, no later than Friday, November 15, 1991. Please
include campus address, P.O. Box number and telephone
number.
)14 THE BRINK I Mark R. Dursin
Irish eyes still smilli
Jim is always playing a part. In
high school, he was our lunch table's
resident impersonator, and my
personal favorite was when he
imitated his father's Irish brogue.
Every vocal rise and fall, every slur--
perfect in form and content. But
there was no malice involved: both
of his parents are from Ireland, and
Jim wears his Irish pride like a
shamrock- shaped medal. And he
did his father's voice so convincingly,
with so much obvious pride, that,
even before I met the man, I felt as
if I knew him.
Ironically, when I finally did
meet Jim's dad, Jim wasn't even
around. It was a Sunday in April
1987, and my high school was
having a traditionally boring
National Honors Society induction
ceremony. Jim was late returning
from a trip to, Montreal with his
Church group, so he sent his father
to the ceremony as his substitute.
I remember standing in the
chapel next to this old Irish fellow in
a suit and tie, who looked sort of
out of place nest to all those high
school kids. I somehow knew who
it was, and, looking back, since Jim
was always acting as his dad, it was
only appropriate that I should meet
him playing the part of Jim.
It's infrequent that someone can
pinpoint the first and last time he or
she sees a person: the last time I
saw Jim's father was at his funeral,
on October 26, 1991. He was in the
hospital for weeksk previously. Now
Pat's particular brogue, coupled with
his particular thoughts and values
and loves, will never be voiced in
this lifetime again. And I hardly
even knew the man!
I've known Jim for nearly seven
years, yet I had only seen his father
a meager handful of times. In fact,
the only information I truly have
about him comes from Jim. But
maybe that is enough. Maybe that's
the role of friends-- to teach about
the things important to them, so
others can join in.
Likewise, the priest who
performed the funeral mass claimed
in his sermon that he had only met
Pat once before, but he too must
have gained insight into the richness
of his life from his family and
friends that overfilled the churd
He said in his sermon that Pat 9.73
a steadfast lover of his homeland d
Ireland, a devoted husband, and I
caring father who was unspeakabl,
proud "of his son Jim and hi
achievements at Holy Cross." A
those words, I searched the pews II
front of me for Jim, but the chure
scene before me seemingly faded
into a blur. That's when I notice
that tears were filling my eyes.
I couldn't figure out why I 9a
crying, for a man I hardly eve
knew. Then I realized that I We
really crying for my buddy Jirli
"I can still hear Jim's hi]
Jim as his father."
Judging from my relationship wi°
my own dad, I know that the inteol fa
bond between a son and his fad10 th
is immeasurable. I'm sure Jid kr
father was indeed proud of him, PE
matter what road he chose, and ' re
can never hope to truly appreciali
the Irish pride and love that his irDij
felt. But I think I can know a pa' "'
of it, by knowing Jim and being W s°
orfriend.
vo
Even though Holy Cross is r a
relatively small community, I MI vvl
see Jim as much as I did in 14 th,
school. Different classes, differel kr
crowds-- "It happens. ..", they sg
And maybe my crydrops that day 0 in,
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the church echoed the distance that
has sadly yet inevitably come
between us.
But, please, that doesn't mean
he's not my friend. Just because we
don't hang out together every
weekend, or share common
experiences in the present, that does
not nullify the experiences we've
had in the Fast. The laughter that
we had in our high school cafeteria
rings as loudly in my ears as ever.
He'll always be a part of him. Jim
has always acted like his dad, but
now that relationship can transcend
the bounds of our physicality.
ther's voice, by hearing
I can never again talk with Jim's
father, or shake his hand, or ride in
the same car with him. But
knowing Jim, who is his father in
part and whole, I can see the
reflection clearly.
And that's how we can win,
that's how we keep one another's
souls alive-- by being shades of each
Other. I can still hear Jim's father's
voice, by hearing Jim as his father.
rat's soul lives not only in all those
Who knew and love him, but also in
the endless circles of friends that
know those people who love him.
And that is the most profound
immortality that we can all share.
Adventures with McDonalds
I finally fought my way to the
front of the line and placed my
order. When the total came to
three dollars and forty cents I
handed over a five dollar bill plus
forty cents. The expression on the
glazed over eyes of the boy at the
register clued me in on the quality
of employee at McDonald's
(although McDonalds is known for
hiring handicapped people, I can't
but help recognize the slew of
clueless teens they parade through
the employment merry-go-round).
He informed me that the total came
to three dollars and forty cents and
that I had already given him five
dollars... so why did he need the
forty cents.
I took back the forty cents
smiling politely and acting as if I
was the baboon who had made the
highly sophisticated mathematical
error. When he handed me my
bag-to-go, I asked him if he could
give me any pamphlets regarding
the state of the environment as
affected by McDonalds. This curve
ball required managerial assistance
and I was told that they were out of
all of the pamphlets... but could he
interest me in any nutritional
information. I took the information
and sat down to examine the
contents of my bag.
It was refreshing to find that the
bag was made from 100% recycled
paper but the validity of this was
slightly marred by the claim that
Chicken McNuggets are made from
100% real chicken. Expecting to
find more recycled goods, I was
disappointed by the promise that all
sandwiches would be wrapped in
paper by early 1991. The promise
was fulfilled but in a strange way.
Although everything was wrapped in
paper, it wasn't recyclable or
recycled. McDonalds went from the
notorious environment killing, plastic
boxes to paper that would just be
dumped, adding to the larger
problem of trash disposal: paper.
Completely eliminating the boxes
wasn't the first try to legitimatize
their use. When I was coaxed into
eating at a McDonalds on a trip to
Virginia about a month ago I was
shocked by a claim on the paper
place mat on the tray. The paper
described the process by which
McDonalds recycled the plastic
boxes into inner city jungle gym
equipment. When I did some
investigating in the restaurant I
found that the paper and the plastic
were not separated in the store and
were dumped into a dumpster
I would have enjoyed reading the
truthful and unbiased report on the
rain forests but I couldn't find a
McDonalds in Worcester that
actually had pamphlets available. I
would like to believe that
McDonalds doesn't destroy the rain
forests but I received a picture in
the mail of the destruction done by
McDonalds to the rain forests (from
the Sierra Club). The land was
completely raped. I can't help
thinking that the "men in white hats"
image McDonalds portrays on
television is comparable to the
railroad companies in the eighteen
hundreds that laid railroad track
from coast to coast. Both tried to
"While we continue to pump money into the
McDonalds company, they
Earth tbr big profit."
continue to wreck our
bearing the name of a local waste
disposal company. No mention of
recycling appeared in the company's
advertisement in the yellow pages.
My search to prove myself wrong
about McDonalds first started with a
phone call to McDonalds
Restaurant Operation Inc. where a
kind woman said she couldn't
answer my questions but gave me an
800 number that would. After
getting a message that the number
could not be completed as dialed, I
called the operator and traced my
way to the AT&T trouble shooting
secretary who informed me that no
such number existed and to her
knowledge McDonalds did not have
an 800 number dealing with the
environment.. Although I found this
very intriguing, I decided to give the
lady at the Operations office the
benefit of the doubt and call her
back to see if she had made a
mistake. I mysteriously got the
answering machine for the rest of
the day and evening.
present a good public image but
both raped the land and its people
of life. By destroying the
environment, McDonalds is killing
us - destroying the life giving rain
forests and adding to the ever
increasing trash problem that
plagues our country.
The environment is being killed
by McDonalds -- a big company with
billions of dollars to throw away on
charities and television commercials.
While we continue to pump money
into the McDonalds company, they
wreck our earth for big profit. If
you think it doesn't matter or it is
not of your own concern, you're
selling out to big business. I don't
believe I can save the planet, but
McDonalds destroys it with no
thoughts for the future. This is
reason enough for me to stay away,
and begin to examine other
suspicious companies and their
claims.
Jim Mullins is a columnist for The
Crusader.
Trapped by double standards
Why is it that men seem to
always be making a "point," but,
when women do so it is inherently
categorized as "bitching" by men?
It really bothers me that
whenever a female is involved in a
confrontation or debate with a male,
her words are instantly discredited
by a guy and his guy friends as
"bitching."
One example of this behavior
happens every weekend at Holy
Cross. A girl is stepped on, spilt on,
or pushed out of the way by a guy
so he can get to the keg. The
There's a profound adage that
proclaims, "When you sing, you
pray twice." If that's true, it seems
that a sinister movement is afoot
to half our praying, but making us
not want to sing. Recently, the ten
o'clock masses have been
particularly funereal: the toe-
tapping, heart-lifting, "Though the
Mountains May Fall" is out, and in
is this "Holy, Holy, Holy" that is a
notch lower than a dirge.
According to the rumble
beyond the pews, the Folk Group
is not truly at fault, since they
don't even pick their own songs.
Sadly, the bureaucracy inherent in
religion works out even in the
microcosm of St. Joseph's Chapel.
Mass is truly the ultimate
Celebration of Salvation-- the
greatest event in human history. It
would be nice if the music could
once again mirror that celebration.
instant a girl gets the look on her
face that she is going to complain
about her broken toe, ruined
clothe;, or her lost place in line, the
guy will say, "Don't be such a bitch."
Oh, excuse us females for
sticking up for ourselves. We
happen to want a beer too.
Because I have been told this,
and overheard other girls being told
this, I often wonder what the same
guys are thinking when a girl
engages with them in a debate in
class. I can imagine that this guy is
not hearing a word that the girl is
saying, but simply daydreaming
about an ice cold keg and thinking,
"Boy, can she bitch."
How far does this stigma follow
a woman in life? Does a female
prosecutor simply appear as a
woman "bitching" when arguing her
case? Does an opinionated editoral
contributed to a publication by a
female fall under this category of
"bitching?"
I bet a lot of you guys reading
this article right now think that I'm
a femininst bitch. If I am I can't
help it, it's the way I was brought
up.
As a matter of fact I assume
most of the guys at Holy Cross were
brought up to respect women and
treat them as equals. I know your
mothers feel the same way I do,
after all, they represent the first
generation of well educated,
professional women.
So why do guys insist on
discrediting this fact by stigmatizing
agressive, enterprising, intellectual
women with derogatory labels? Arc
you guys afraid of us? Do you feel
threatened by us?
I guess you guys do have every
reason to feel this way. After all, we
do tend to test better than you, have
higher GPA's than you, and
probably have a better chance of
getting into graduate school than
you.
But don't worry, if we get to the
keg first, we're not going to drink all
of the beer. Just most of it.
One last related remark. Why
is it that when a girl is having a had
day or in a bad mood guys instantly
assume she is "on the rag?" O.K.
guys, the next time that you lose a
game or fail a midterm, you can
come to me for supplies. (I mean
Advil for your headache, of course.)
Liz Trainor is a member of the
Features slat,:
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Why were you silent?
To the Editor:
This is an open letter to
moderate and conservative students.
I know you're out there; I've met
you in class and around the campus,
and I've read the Fenwick Review.
But where were you last night, when
Senator George McGovern spoke?
Why didn't any of you ask him some
tough, critical questions?
We have lately heard a great
deal about the stifling effect of
"political correctness" on the free
exchange of views in our colleges
and universities. I, for one, have
welcomed the fact that this issue has
come out in the open, itself
stimulating a needed exchange of
views. It is high time that the liberal
principle of free expression be
honored in practice, not just in the
breach.
This is why I was dismayed to
note that Senator McGovern, if one
can judge by the questions he was
asked, attracted an audience
consisting mostly of people who
agreed with him.
Moderates and conservatives,
where were you? If you were there,
why were you silent? Perhaps I
should have taken it upon myself to
is not an isolationist. He also
insisted that his primary motivation
in speaking Out is patriotism. I do
not doubt the latter claim-- indeed, I
am somewhat distressed by it. For
Senator McGovern's sense of
patriotism seems indeed to entail a
revival of the old isolationist notion
of "America First."
One of the Senator's
juxtapositions of foreign and
domestic policy helps to illustrate
the point. Mr. McGovern suggested
that if the United States government
can make a $10 billion loan
guarantee to Israel to fund housing
there, the government can and
should engage in massive housing
payments here at home. Perhaps he
is right in suggesting that,
governmental aid is the solution to
our housing problems (though this
point can be debated).
But it is certainly troubling to
hear a leading American opinion-
maker couch his argument by using
as his foil a foreign loan guarantee
(not, by the way, a loan) whose
purpose is to secure a human rights
expense. After all, why do the
Israelis need this money? They need
it because the collapse of
"It is high time that students and faculty, be they on
the left, in the middle, or on the right, quit shunning
the company of their political opponents and engage
in honest intellectual discourse."
ask some critical questions, but
frankly, as a faculty member, I did
not think it right to take time away
from questions asked by students.
Frankly, I was waiting for you!
Moderates and conservatives (if
you were there), I respect the fact
that you gave our distinguished
visitor a hearing, politely listening to
what he had to say. But a polite
hearing is only the first step toward
informed debate about the issues
that face our country. The second
step is critical analysis.
Unfortunately, no such analysis took
place in the hall last night.
More importantly, I wonder
whether any took place in dorm
rooms or the pizza parlor
afterwards. I hope so. For the
Senator said a great deal that is
worth analyzing.
Speaking in the context of Social
Concerns Week, Senator McGovern
outlined a comprehensive agenda of
governmental measures to address
what he called this country's most
grave domestic crisis since the Civil
War.One can question whether that
hyperbole is justified. There can be
no doubt, however, that the issues
he raised-- inner-city poverty, racial
tensions, educational quality, the
high school drop-out rate, the
deteriorating infrastructure-- are
very serious. Any educated person
on the left or the right must do
what Senator McGovern did
Wednesday night: suggest ways to
tackle these problems, either with or
without a role for government.
It is worth asking, however,
whether it is a sign of "social
concern" to adopt the stance that
the way to address these problems
at home is to downsize massively
our social and political commitments
in the rest of the world.
At least three times Wednesday
night, Senator McGovern claimed he
Communism has allowed massive
numbers of eastern European Jews
to escape oppression and to move
to Israel. Surely that is a "social
concern" that Americans ought to
respect and support.
Senator McGovern proposed to
fund his domestic program in part
by cutting military spending by 50%.
He offered few specifics as to how
he arrived at this figure. Beyond
base-conversion (an intriguing but
expensive idea), he suggested that
much of the saving would come
from withdrawing our troops from
Europe, Korea, and Japan.
In the aftermath of the Cold
War, it is certainly reasonable to cut
spending by some amount. I would
hope that this number is arrived at
by systematic calculation, not merely
by tossing out a nice-sounding
number. One might have questioned
Senator McGovern, however, as to
the prudence of simply withdrawing
our troops from areas where they
have been a stabilizing presence for
nearly half a century. This is
particularly the case in regard to
Europe, where the lack of an
American presnce during and after
another historic turning point in this
century-- the period after World
War I-- contributed to the instability
in its wake in central and eastern
Europe.
The ' American presence in
Europe is a reassuring element of
stability at a time of uncertainty.
Perhaps it will not be needed at
some later point. But history teaches
us that there is no more dangerous
moment than the moment when a
power vacuum appears. To suggest
that the answer is to make the
power vacuum even bigger is to play
with fire.
This is not a plea. to stick to
outmoded Cold war thinking. Nor is
it to suggest that American
involvement abroad is always right
or even practical. It is, however, a
plea to address world problems by
offering some vision of a securtity
architecture that will contribute to
stability and, hence, to peace.
Whatever one may think of
President Bush's "new world order,"
the President at least has articulated
the need to develop a vision of post-
Cold War world. George McGovern
has eschewed doing likewise.
Indeed, his sppech last night was a
dramatic illustration of the problem
with the Democratic party during
this moment of historic change in
the world.
At a similar defining moment, in
the last 1940's, the Democratic party
of Harry Truman and George
Kennan offered a comprehensive
vision of American internationalism
and global responsibility. This vision
contributed to a half-century of
peace in Europe, formerly the scene
of history's worst wars. It is also true
that the vision sometimes proved
faulty, especially when applied
without acuity to non-western
cultures.
Almost any Holy Cross student
could draw up a list of resultant
excesses, some of which were
criticized by Kennan himself. But
when the vision was accompanied by
prudence and moderation, it gave
this country a guiding light and
much of the world a hope. The
Senator might have been challenged
to offer such a vision and such a
hope Wednesday night.
The Fenwick Review, whatever
else it may be, is refreshing because
it is candid. Wednesday evening,
however, its partisans were silent. So
were the more moderate among us.
It is high time that students and
faculty, be they on the left, in the
middle, or on the right, quit
shunning the company of their
political opponents and engage in
honest intellectual discourse.
Moderates and conservatives, where
were you Wednesday night?
Noel D. Cary
Assistant Professor of History
Editorials
provide
service
To the editor:
I have just read your editorial of
the October 11, 1991 issue of The
Crusader "Do it for Danny".
I admire the scrivner's insight,
understanding of current problems,
compassion, Christian attitude and
his ability to express succinctly items
which are of real importance in
life...those things by which we will all
be judged when the final judgment
day arrives.
It is probably difficult for today's
students who lavish in apathy and
whose parents spend over
$20,000.00 per year to keep them in
that euphoria, to understand that
there are many people in the world
who are in dire need and who
desperately need help. Once those
students get into the outside world,
they will soon observe these
conditions.
When the polo shirts wear out,
the Eddie Bauer accessories end up
on the junk pile and the papers
which were written for class essays
decay, the fundamental principles
learned in college, the "service of
others" should be indelibly inscribed
in the basic character molding of
Holy Cross Graduates.
Being a college graduate of many
years ago, I have found that the
principles of service have been more
important than things acquired
through affluence.
I believe that the "Danny"
editorial and the one on "Rugby"
the week before will do much to
mold character of students of the
College of the Holy Cross as many
hours of some courses.
Frederick S. Gillespie
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Sea Marks makes its mark at Foothills
By STEPHANIE TOVVNSEND
FEATURES STAFF
The characteristic monotony of a
Sunday afternoon dissipated when I
was sent on a Crusader mission to the
Foothills theater. I arrived just in
time to catch my breath, grab my
special press folder, and proceed to
read up on what I was about to see.
"The setting allows
the viewer to
concentrate on the
simple, yet powerful
feelings that exist
between the two
lovers."
However, just as I was trying to
quickly skim the material, attempting
to at least find out the plot; the lights
were dimmed and "Sea Marks" was
under way. Not having any idea what
the play was about, I ended up,
pleasantly surprised, spending the
afternoon watching a beautiful love
blossom between Colin and Timothia.
Colin Primrose is a typical
fisherman; living a simple life with his
only love, the sea, until Timothia
comes along. Having never been
involved with a woman, the 48 year
old spinster proceeds to write to the
woman that he only once met briefly,
but fell in love with.
To Colin's dismay, Timothia has
no recollection of their encounter, but
she enjoys his letter filled with tales of
the sea. So she decides to continue
the correspondence, and the two
exchange letters for a year and a half,
before ever meeting face to face.
The letters are ingeniously
presented through the one-sided
conversations of the characters. All
that the audience sees is the two
people, each on their own separate
side of the stage. One side is
the bedroom of Timothia, and the
other is the Fisherman's house.
The uncomplicated setting
remains basically the same
throughout the play's entirety, with
the exception of the placing of a
tablecloth or two. The setting allows
the viewer to concentrate on the
simple, yet powerful feelings that exist
between the two lovers.
The theme of the play is a basic
one as well. The two lovers finally
meet and in doing so, must face
reality and the complications of
merging two entirely different lives.
The fusing of the separate worlds of
the primitive Colin, played' by Robert
Johnson, and his love, the somewhat
sophisticated woman from Liverpool,
played by Linda Cameron, makes for
complications. Both must come to
terms with the fact that their love is
not enough to bridge the gap between
their incongruous worlds. "Sea
Marks" depicts the joining of two
kindred spirits, who must face the
reality that they will never be happy in
each others worlds.
Though Colin and Timothia may
not be together, their love endures
anyway. The play creates a feeling
that is infectious, and I could not help
but leave the theater somewhat
inspired by their love.
I suggest and highly recommend
Gardner McKay's "Sea Marks" to all
those, who like me, revel in stories of
pure simple love. Even though
problems do inevitably arise in life,
it's nice to know that once in a while
pure love does exist and conquer.
Linda Cameron and Robert K. Johnson keep the intensity alive in "Sea
Marks." Photo courtesy of Foothills Theater
An old pro at procrastinating George Michael renews crowd's faith
By JEN MeCAFFERY
FEATURES STAFF
Everybody does it. I do it. I
bet you do it. I've even gotten my
roommate into it. Yep, it's the thing
that all high school teachers warned
you against...
Procrastination.
The opposite of having good
study skills. The uncanny ability to
rationalize postponing work as long
as possible, only to find yourself at
two A.M. cranking out a five to seven
in the haze of a Diet Coke-Three
Musketeers Bar frenzy.
The procrastinator is easy to
spot: the person will be muttering
about how unimportant this paper is
in the grand scheme of life, whining to
less-than-sympathetic pals and
shooting evil glances at anyone who
dares to sneeze and interrupt his/her
intense concentration.
This definitely describes me
the last time I had a paper due.
How do I wind up in this
situation? I honestly want to write a
rough draft and then have the
professor check it. But I know that
they'll end up telling me that it's an
indecipherable mass of babble
completely unrelated to my thesis and
that probably I'll end up gazing
moronically at a C- a week later. So
that never quite works out. But what
do I do with my time?
Here's a description of my
typical weekday.
Roll out of bed and attend
my morning classes. Ten o'clock, I
mosey on over to the library and read
the newspaper; I don't start anything
since I wouldn't want to destroy my
intense concentration when breaking
for lunch at 11. After my leisurely
lunch I amble on over to Hogan to
check my P.O in vain, hoping for even
a credit card application.
After my afternoon class I
(Continued on page 19)
p.
By JEN DORAZIO
SPECIAL TO FEATURES
For those fans who have kept
the "faith" all these years, it was well
worth the wait. Wowing a sold out
Centrum crowd, British superstar
George Michael returned with a
new spark and polished finesse
Monday night, performing the oldies
and goodies from albums past, as
well as some cover versions of pop
songs by other artists.
Sporting a new hairstyle, and a
desire to be recognized for his
music, more than his image, Michael
showed that he can still make girls
swoon and write the quality music
that will continue to gain him
respect and no doubt more
followers.
Without an opening band
distraction, Michael launched his
Cover to Cover concert with a jazzy
version of the Temptations' "Papa
was a Rolling Stone," working the
stage and his body as well for
maximum effect. Michael soon
slipped into sensal slow songs like
"They Won't Go When I Go" and
"Mother's Pride" off his latest
release "Listen Without Prejudice
Vol.l." He then picked up the pace
with upbeat numbers that kept the
crowd dancing like "Everything She
Wants" from his days with WHAM!
and the "Make It Big" album, and
"Hard Day" off the Grammy-winning
"Faith" release.
A definite high point was
Michael's uplifting, inspired
performance of "Father Figure"
complete with angelic lighting and a
full choir. Reverting back to the
sexy pop image that made him
famous, Michael performed an
funky, erotic version of Soul II
Soul's "Back to Life," leaving little to
the imagination with a backup
singer.
Also included in Michael's
repertoire were Terence Trent
D'Arby's "Sign Your Name," David
Bowie's "Fame," and stimulating
renditions of "Faith" and of "I'm
Your Man," off the "Music from the
Edge of Heaven" album by
WHAM!.
Also performed with style and
suggestion were McFadden &
Whitehead's "Ain't No Stopping Us
Now," as well as Michael's own
"Waiting for That Day."
Exiting the stage to howls,
screams and thunderous applause,
Michael soon reemerged for
supreme, moving performances of
"Careless Whisper" and a grand
finale of "Freedom!" that amazed
the already energized audience and
featured the talented choir once
again.
Michael is also including on his
tour song list music by some of the
most respected musicians in the
business, including Stevie Wonder,
Elton John, Aretha Franklin, Gladys
Knight and Carly Simon, as well as
the song "Desperado" by the Eagles.
No matter what your taste in
music, you really can't help admiring
George Michael's incredible
songwriting talent as well as his
ability to perform and compete with
the best.
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OPOSCOpeS
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21) While eating a creamed bagel, you
consider other possibilities. You wish they had come up with a
better name than Easy Cheese. The chill in the air causes you to
worry... a little colder and she might not speak to you again. Who
put the pooh in Winnie the Pooh? Just maybe you should give her
a chance -- she's awful fun at parties and if you don't call her, she
won't come. A Cancer with a taste for tacos really likes the dip but
promises not to bring him next time.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21) It's pretty cold out there today -
- all the cars are wearing mufflers. You are saddened by the awful
disarray of foreign affairs and you decide to see the Student Affairs
office for your next date... you might as well try closer to home.
Sure hope you're old enough to enjoy Senior Weekend. Maybe you
were hasty in your decision, but that third nostril will prove
invaluable in the years to come.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19) You're a card and a joker at that,
so shuffle along and we'll deal with you later...
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18) The season of love brightens for
you and just in time for you to get that money-back guarantee. A
friend asks if you would be a donor in his upcoming hair transplant.
An acquaintance gets pretty excited about the Chess Club thinking
it's just a typo and they forgot the "t." An Aries drops his
toothpaste and is quite crestfallen.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20) The warmth of the sun shines brightly
on your back making the hair there glisten in the rays. Maybe that
tattoo of "The Last Supper" was a bad idea. Your dreams to
become a plumber go down the drain as your former aspirations to
become a submarine operator resurface. So, that's what they mean
when they call you "myxomycophyta" -- a slimy mold, of course. A
Capricorn decides to ask the girl out -- she smells a bit but she's
good for a laugh.
ARIES (March 21-April 19) Happiness and friendship rear their
heads this week. As usual, your rear-end remains the butt of
everyone s jokes. Maybe you can do something about that wax
build-up problem. Before you cross your t's, be sure to look both
ways. Sure his trick with carbon monoxide fumes was pretty cool,
but it left him exhausted. In later years, you wonder if you can get
a body-bag to match. That Taurus sure could use some beef jerky,
not to mention a shower.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20) You look much like a Cancer this
week and confuse even yourself...
GEMINI (May 21-June 20) It's All Saints Day -- dress accordingly.
You think it would be more appropriate for small children to dress
as their favorite saint for Halloween. The high winds may blow
their robes up and lead to some embarrassment, but come on, the
stones would be cheaper than shaving cream and more effective for
small brawls. A roll in the hay... you wonder how it got there.
CANCER (June 21-July 22) Do not fall in love with that tour-
guide... he'll just lead you on. Though you can always count on the
accountant, the juror is waiting to pass judgement on you, and that
urine analyst is just a waste. Though the machinist will turn you on,
you'll get a charge out of the electrician. The comedian will leave a
bad impression while your fat lover will leave a deep one. You're
much better off with the haberdasher -- he's the tops.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22) With the trees almost naked, you get ideas
of your own. A tattooist has designs on you. A feeling of relief
comes over you when you finally get a date for the dance... you
really don't mind his bringing his little brother along, and the three
of you have a great time at the drive-in until that awful convertible
incident. You chuckle nastily at the thought that Adam, Mary
Ingalls' husband, got his sight back -- then lost it again! Talk about
your poor slobs. This is gross, but... a Capricorn with a yeast
"problem" gets a rise out of you.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) While trying to _pass a test this week,
you pass a kidney stone instead. You are disgusted by a man who
chews with his mouth open, but you are intrigued by the new movie,
"French The Lieutenant's Woman." "Full House": you wonder if
they could make a more serious episode where the snot-nosed little
girl gets an axe taken to her head. A Pisces lays off the pickled-
herring just in time to kiss you good-night.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 23) You really enjoy the frigid weather -- it
goes with your personality. You wonder why they settled on the
otter for "Otter Pops"... why not a beaver? They call the football
game off at the leper colony this weekend because there's a. hand
off at the line of scrimmage.
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Hubbub on the Hill
By ANNIE LONG
FEATURES EDITOR
1.WHAT HAPPENED TO
MCGUIRES? -- I swear that last year
it was The Place To Be on Thursday
nights. There was music. People
drank. People danced. People wiped
out on the slippery floor. It was truly
entertaining. I still love Joe De's, but
it's just getting a little old. I mean
nobody at H.C. is that good of a pool
player. And they don't have pitchers.
I miss McGuires, I think that we need
a revival.
2.THINGS THAT MAKE YOU GO
UGGGHHH -- Every time I go into
Hogan that darn song is playing. I'm
getting really sick of it. But then I
think about the people working at
the Senior Weekend table selling
tickets, and then I don't feel so bad. I
probably haven't heard it half as
much as they have. By the time that
Senior Weekend rolls around I fear
that they're going to get violent.
3.LAST NAMES -- What is the story
with that? Every guy I've seen lately
has called me by my last name. My
parents went to all that trouble
deciding on a name for me, and all
I've been called lately is "Long." But
it's only guys that do it. You don't see
very many girls, going around calling
people by their last names. It must be
a male bonding thing.
4.HALLOWEEN -- I love Halloween.
It's the only day of the year that I can
wear orange and no one says "What is
it, Halloween?" Because it is!
5.FR. BROOKS PUBLICITY TOUR
-- He's on another publicity tour, but
this one is at H.C.! You could
imagine my excitement when I found
out that I could meet Father -Brooks
in the study room of my very own
dorm. And I did! I didn't get his
autograph or anything, but now I
know what he looks like. And he was
a pretty cool guy. I think he actually
has much more of a clue about what
goes on around here, than we give
him credit for.
6.0CTOBERFEST -- That was a
great time down at the Duplexes last
weekend. A seventy-five degree
sunny Saturday in October is just
conducive to drinking. Especially
when H.C. ends up winning their
super-tough football game. It was
easy to get a beer, and Brother John
was as melodious as always. As far as
I know, a good time was most
definitely had by all.
7.THE LEHIGH VICTORY --
Speaking of the football game, how
incredible was that? We're the best
school. Not only are we reputable
academically, but we have an
excellent football team! Sweetness.
8.NEW SALT SHAKERS, WOW! --
Finally, there's more than one salt
shaker in Kimball. They went all out
with these new ones, too. They're
really "mod," like they were stolen
right out of the Brady household or
something. Anyway, I shouldn't
complain, I'm just happy that they're
there.
9.THE WIND -- Geez, I thought that
I was going to get blown away or
something the other day. I know that
we're on the top of a hill and all, but
this is ridiculous. It's like the tornado
in the beginning of "The Wizard of
Oz" out there. Toto, we're not in
Worcester anymore!
10.STOLEN CABS - One last thing
that's really mind boggling. Why is it
that there are thousands of cabs in
Worcester... except on the night of a
semi-formal? It's like every cab driver
in town decides to take that night off.
Then Darwin takes over and it's
survival of the fittest in getting a cab.
That's really cheezy.
ASK OPERATOR
FOR OUT OF TOWN RATES
ARROW CAB
OF WORCESTER
DEPENDABILITY
REASONABLE RATES
7 DAYS A WEEK
Serving You With Pride
Trained Personnel
Specializing In Service
TWO-WAY RADIO
PROMPT COURTEOUS SERVICE
Trips Anywhere
24 HOUR SERVICE
DIRECT SERVICE TO & FROM WORCESTER AIRPORT
756-5184
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Personals...Personals... Personals...Personals...
Happy Birthday, Maura-
FINALLY!!
Does this mean you'll be a pub rat
too?
Love,
Christi
Dear Pauline Joyce,
I love you & want all of H.C. to know
it! Thanx for the Care Package,
you're the best!
A.M.L.,
Diego
  
P.S. Rendezvous '92!!! C-ya soon!
To My Favorite Fatneck:
Good Luck this weekend #74.
Chill Lir
Happy Birthday to our little Pumpkin
Christine!
Love, yourbuddies.
B utt head
Hope your back to 100% this
weekend so you can keep up with
me!
4 a.m. Phantom
Tarzan and the Jungle Studs:
Cinnamon Buns and Candy Cane
will be dressed up as Jane all
weekend sending you some
Halloween spirit! We hope to see 
you in the Jungle.
Love,
C.C. and C.B.
0 little band in Bethlehem-
Didn't see the star, but how about
that full moon?
Something about bandwiches just
invites abuse (Tuna Smuif.)
THIRTEEN DAYS TO IRELAND III!!
To the A-House Birthday Boys-
Have a great weekend, but please
don't abuse the bread... MG, you are
still cuter than the Snuggles bear!
JJ I wish I could just put a bow on
your head and take you home...
Jefe-
You physics God! I finally found a
man who can solve all my
problems!
P.S. Try showercaps
Chris,Dan,Todd & Dave-
Such natural cheerleading abilities!
It's not too late for basketball
season.
Be agressive.
Looza
Happy 21st Birthday Amy!!
To the tortise...
We RULE!!!!!
xoxoxoxoxoxoxox
the Hare
MPS
Hope your project reaches its ful
potential.
J.B.
Will you finally tell us now who
Carmel Man is?
Duffner?
B.Schwenke?
Do tell!!
Pookie-
Your boyfriend's a Peeping Tom!
Gizmo
TMcE,BA,LP,MK,KL,EK,JE,JC,LN,C
C-
Have a blast this weekend, but
keep it under control. Thanks for all
the great times...
Lil' Mc
JMcE
Carpe Diem Babe!
A.L.
T.F.
Beware of the Mad Muncher. You
never know when he could return.
The Man made me do it!
To our friends who've been M.I.A. M.E.H.
since August: I'm glad that the hat is off!!
Only 4 (FOUR) more days!!! A.E.L.
-All your die hard Field Hockey
fans
To all our senior sisters:
Have a blast tis weekend!Don't go
too crazy!!
Love,
Hanselman 4
Dudley,
You must RAGE!!! Have a great
weekend.
The Flo-ster
R.A.R LIVES' I HHI
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Clapton does it all in "24 Nights"
By SEAN McGRATII and
ALEX ZEQUEIRA
Eric Clapton's new, live two CD
album has arrived in stores to the
delight of millions of loyal fans.
Many had thought that Clapton's
musically output had halted because
of the tragic death of his four year-
old son, Conor.
In the October 17th issue of
Rolling Stone, Eric assures his fans
that this is not the case. The new
album, called "24 Nights," features a
wide array of Clapton's rock, blues,
and orchestral work, without
burdening the listener with too
many variations. Recorded in the
Royal Albert Hall in London,
Clapton sold out four six-set shows -
- each of the four groupings contain
Eric with a different band.
The first six concerts had Eric's
four piece rock band with Greg
Phillinganes and Nathan East. The
second set of nights saw Eric play
with blues greats Buddy Guy,
Robert Cray, and Jimmy Vaughan.
The third set of the six night show
included a nine piece band with two
women, Katie Kisson and Tessa
Niles, on backing vocals. Finally,
the last set placed Clapton in front
of the National Philharmonic
Orchestra conducted by Michael
Camen, who is famous for scoring
several films.
The first four tracks of the
album, performed by the four piece
band, include the Cream classics
"White Room," "Sunshine of Your
Love," and "Running On Faith."
Also included in this list is "Badge,"
a song which Eric first collaborated
on with his longtime friend, George
Harrison. These songs truly allow
Eric to step to the front and display
his awesome guitar playing ability.
He places his improvised guitar
solos perfectly into the song, so each
solo sounds as if it is a natural
extension of the song.
The last four songs on the first
disc are THE blues at their
emotional best. The four tracks;
"Watch Yourself," "Have You Ever
Loved A Woman," "Worried Life
Blues," and "Hoodoo Man," not only
showcase Clapton's extraordinary
blues playing but also the virtuosity
of Cray, Guy, Vaughan, and pianist
Johnny Johnson. These songs
signify Clapton's most emotionally
strong music since his work in the
seventies', and it also marks the
highlight of the entire album as well.
The next four tracks contain
three cuts off of "Journeyman,"
"Pretending," "Bad Love," and "Old
Love," and also Clapton's love
ballad, "Wonderful Tonight." The
nine piece band does not display
Clapton, but instead, Eric displays
the band. These songs really rock,
proving that the 46 year-old man
can play just as hard as any young
musician.
The most interesting section of
the album is the orchestral work.
Eric and the orchestra perform two
blues songs, "Bell Bottom Blues"
and "Hard Times." The orchestral
sound complements Clapton's simple
melodic sound. The last selection
on the album is "Edge of Darkness,"
part of the soundtrack for the
British Television show by the same
name. The sound track was written
by Eric and Kamen, who both also
scored the films "Lethal Weapon" I
and II. "Edge of Darkness" wets
our whistle for more orchestral work
which will be found on a future
Clapton album due out in the
Spring of 1992.
"24 Nights" is a balanced
combination of a greatest hits
package and thoughtful song
selection. Eric should be proud of
all he has accomplished in his
career and this live album should
serve as the prime example of this.
This round-up of Clapton's greatest
should keep fans happily humming.
POSTSCRIPT: If anyone reading
this owns a copy of the CD called
"GTR," by the band of the same
name, and would be willing to sell
it, please contact Sean, at P.O. Box
1703. Finding this particular album
is especially important to him.
Thanks.
Me? Procrastinate? --
(Continued from page 17)
return home and attempt some sort
of physically, as opposed to mentally,
exhausting exercise. Now, I really
don't consider this to be time-wasting
because it does a body good.
When I return, the
endorphins are flowing and I feel
powerful. Bring on the work, I'm
ready. But hold on a sec, I'm really-
red-faced and sweaty. A shower is in
order. After that, well hey, it's almost
4:45, time for dinner!
After dinner, my roommate
Amanda figures prominently into the
procrastination. It is no longer my
fault. We have the radio permanently
tuned to a really cheesy "study
enhancing" station that plays a lot of
Lionel Richie and Gloria Fstefan. By
now I have actually started to read,
only to be interrupted by her
breaking into song and dance to
entertain all of Clark dorm.
One particular night, we
called in a fake dedication to the
station as Amanda studied for her
midterm. So we're listening for "To
Chris from Joanna, I'm sorry we
fought, but I really want to make our
love work," while watching "Cheers,"
entertaining several guests, and she's
chatting with her boyfriend on the
phone. Despite these distractions, I
was making major progress until...fire
drill. Guess what? I missed our
dedication. And then when I came
back in, I was forced to watch all the
smart people who actually finished
their work, now gleefully prepare to
go out.
Several useless hours later,
including a pizza sellar jaunt, I then
decided to take the advice of my high
school physics teacher, which has
seen me through many a midterm.
The trick is to get up in the wee hours
of the morning when your mind is
most receptive and productive, kind
of like a sponge, just thirsting for
knowledge. So the alarm is set for 6
AM.
Cr-'" 5 AM, I roll back over
and later have to be forcibly
threatened out of bed. Was this the
same chipper girl of the previous
evening?
It's the dawning of a new day.
Maybe today I'll finally go to the
library.
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Healy House wishes to thank the
following for their help in making the
S.P.U.D. Halloween Party a great
success:
VIr Prifti's Homemade Candies W Paper Kingdom
106 Green Street 290 West Boylston Street
Worcester Worcester
754-5143 856-0181
IfIr Louis-Palley Candy Co. W Spag's
763 Main Street Rte. 9
Worcester Shrewsbury
752-2811
IfIr Holy Cross Food Services DJ Espi
And especially all the residents of
Healy and Lehy Houses who gave
their time, energy
and support.
•
JP
it •
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It's the wedding of the century! Watch the ceremony
Saturday night in the Pub at 11 pm with live entertainment
by Brother John.
Groom--Bill Millaccio
Best Man--Gerard Lambert
Father of Groom--James Clougher
Father of Bride--Richard Nunez
Groomsman--Gerard Demarco
Groomsman--Michael Genest
Ringbearer--Brian Shea
Bride--Yardise Jones
Maid of Honor--Mary McGoldrick
Mother of Groom--Karen Guzzetta
Mother of Bride--Kathleen Feeley
Bridesmaid--Patricia Mee
Bridesmaid-Lisa Bozoyan
Flowergirl-Lauren O'Conner
Altar People-Tim Mooney
Nicole Lafortune
November 1, 1991 Vic erticobtr
ports
Lucky seven!
The 'Saders nip Lehigh on the road
By DAVE MAHAFFEY
SPORTS STAFF
For six straight weeks
Holy Cross shared the
spotlight of the Patriot
League throne with Lehigh,
but last weekend the
undefeateds dualed at
Goodman Stadium before a
crowd of 16,000. When the
smoke cleared from this
offensive duel, only the
Crusaders were left standing.
Barely.
The Holy Cross 43-42
victory produced a Patriot
League record 1,172 yards in
offense and totaled 71 points
in the second half.
In the beginning, Lehigh
went to work immediately,
overcoming a 3rd and 21
situation and scoring on a 9
yard run by Larry Arico. It
was the first time in the
season that the Crusader
defense relinquished a TD
on an opponent's opening
drive.
The Holy Cross offense
could not respond on its
initial possession, losing the
ball on a fumble. The
Crusaders had another
chance early in the second
quarter, but turned the ball
at the Lehigh goalline on a
bad snap. According to
Holy Cross Head Coach
Mark Duffner, the noise
level was unusually high at
Goodman Stadium, causing
confusion between center Pat
Gibson and QB Tom
Ciaccio.
Frustration, however, was
not the order of the day for
the Holy Cross offense. QB
Tom Ciaccio was finally able
to punch the ball through on
a 25 yard TD toss to
sophomore WR Al Hebron.
The game was tied at 7 as
both teams entered the
lockerooms at halftime.
When they emerged for
the second half, no one
could have been prepared
for what would follow. Holy
Cross struck quickly, driving
93 yards on 7 plays for only
6 of the 71 points that were
scored in the final two
quarters. Ciaccio pitched to
s-back Jerome Fuller who
then threw a perfect spiral
32 yards down the right side
into the waiting arms of WR
Mark Roman.
It was Roman's fifth TD
of the season and Fuller's
first career pass. Holy Cross
had a 14-7 lead early in the
third quarter.
But 5 plays later, Lehigh's
Mark Lookenbill took a
handoff up the middle from
QB Glen Kempa, shifted left
and rocketed 41 yards to tie
the score at 14. This •
marked the first time this
season that Holy Cross had
given up any points in the
third quarter.
The Crusaders answered
shortly therafter when
Ciaccio connected with TB
Fred Givens from 10 yards
out for another TD. But it
was a superb block by Fuller
on OLB Ken Bessmer that
allowed Ciaccio to unload.
Lehigh would not be
undone, however, and
Kempa placed the ball
perfectly over the outside
shoulder of WR Horace
Hamm for a 19 yard TD
strike and a 21-21 tie. The
Crusaders could not retaliate
and were forced to punt for
the first time in the game.
But Holy Cross did not
let the Engineer's offense
gain the upper hand. On
second and 10 on the
Crusader 20 yard line, DT
Corey Vincent deflected and
intercepted a Kempa pass.
Vincent took off downfield
for what looked like his first
career TD until Lookenbill
caught up to him. Vincent
then lateralled to DE Greg
Draddy, and it was Draddy,
and it was Draddy who
carried the ball the final 29
yards into the end zone for
an 83 yard score.
The Crusaders led 28-21
at the end of the third
quarter and the fun was just
beginning.
The purple defense
stopped Lehigh again when
DE Therman (X-Man).
McDaniel picked off Kempa
to set up a 16 yard TD pass
from Ciaccio to Roman.
The Crusaders led 35-21 and
it appeared as though Holy
Cross was beginning to
shovel the dirt on Lehigh's
grave.
However, the Engineers
showed they have more
character than anyone
expected. Although the
Crusader defense held
Lehigh again, a penalty on
the ensuing punt gave the
Engineers another chance.
Holy Cross CB Chris Kovath
squelched the Lehigh drive
with a fumble recovery, but
the Engineers seemed
emphatic about scoring.
On second and 10,
Ciaccio coughed up the ball
as he was sacked by DE Rik
Repak. Two plays later,
Lookenbill scored from the
two yard line to narrow the
Holy Cross lead to 35-28.
(Continued on Page 25)
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Back to the
future
By BILL SIMMONS
SPORTS STAFF
Did you ever wonder what would have happened if
Minnesota had played Pittsburgh instead of Atlanta? Here's
Jack Buck and Tim McCarver announcing:
JACK: All right, we're set for the fifth inning of game 7,
here on CBS. Pittsburgh leads, 2-0.
TIM: You know, it's interesting about fifth innings -
about 10% of all runs in baseball are scored in the fifth
inning. Now... you would think the number would be
around 11%, because one inning is 11% of an entire game.
But it's ten percent. Wow.
JACK: Bobby Bonds will lead off for the Pirates-
TIM: Actually, Barry Bonds. Bobby was his dad.
JACK: Barry, excuse me.
TIM: It's funny - there are 36 father-son combinations
in the major league history, but no mother-son or father-
daughter combos. Fascinating.
JACK: And Bobby takes the first pitch for a ball. You
know Tim, I'll never forget listening to the 1903 Series
between Pittsburgh and Boston when I was a young lad.
Cy Young was tremendous for the Sox - and Bonds takes a
called strike from Jack Morris.
TIM: Did you see what the catcher did there? He held
down his middle finger for a fastball. Now if I did that to
Bob Gibson in 1967, he would've popped me in the mask.
(Pause) You know, Jack, I played with Bob Gibson. •
JACK: I used to watch his grandfather Angus play in
the old Negro Leagues. And Bonds laces a fly ball to left
that's gonna be caught... no! It falls in for a single. That's
the third hit for the Steelers.
TIM: Well, Bonds had two choices - he could either
swing at the ball, or not swing. Now... if he swings at it, he
either hits it or misses it. You see, Jack, it's a guessing
game. Right there he chose to swing, and he hit the ball.
Unbelievable.
JACK: So with Bobby on first, that'll bring up center
fielder Dick Van Dyke.
TIM: Now manager Jimmy Leyland has three choices.
Do you call the straight steal? Do you bunt him over? Or
do you hit and run? You can't do all three. Got to do one.
Now if I was the catcher, like when I played for the
Cardinals -.
JACK: And Morris throws a ball to Van Dyke.
TIM: Well, Bonds didn't steal, and they didn't hit and
run or bunt. Hmmmm.
JACK: Morris into the stretch, looks over to first,
delivers - strike one.
TIM: O000h! That pitch was borderline! Let's see it
on the replay... 000h! I don't know! Oh, boy. Could've
been a ball, could've been a strike. Whew!!! Sweet
Jesus!!!
JACK: Let's go down to reporter Jim Kaat.
JIM: Thanks, Jack. I just watched that pitch on the
IBM ultrasound PS 123 computer, and, golly, I don't know.
Hey, Jack - I'm getting paid in cash, right? That was the
agreement-
JACK: Thanks, Jim. Here's the 2-1 pitch to Van Dyke -
swing and a miss!
TIM: You know, Jack, baseball's the only sport where
you can completely miss the ball and it isn't a big deal.
Fascinating.
JACK: I'll never forget seeing Freddie Merkle miss
Joey Riley is ground into the ground after a big play. The Crusader/JJ. Kiely Jr.
(Continued on Page 26)
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Scenes from a
master piece
Lehigh's Larry Arico burst; through the defensive line. The Crusadcra.J. Kiely Jr.
November 1, 1991
The Crusader/U. Kiely Jr.
Riley runs 49 yards for the winning score.
The Crusader/U. Kiely Jr.
CRUSADER ATHLETE OF THE WEEK Tom Ciaccio evades a defender.
A young fan gets Jerome Fuller's autograph. The Crusader/U. Kiely Jr. The 
Crusader/J.J. Kiely Jr.
Duckworth, Powell, and Morgan gang tackle Mike Lookinbill.
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There were some Crusader fans among the 14,000-plus at Murray Goodman Stadium.
'Saders look to stay undefeated
against Lafayette
(Continued from Page 23)
The next Crusader drive
was abruptly stopped when
Lehigh recovered a fumble
by s-back Shawn Sierra. It
was Lookenbill who did it
again for Lehigh, catching a
20 yard TD reception to
bring the score to 35-34.
The Engineers decided to
try for a two point
conversion and stunned
everyone with the strangest
trick play in recent memory.
On a play called the
"fumblerooski," OG Ken
Joseph took the ball from
the center and entered the
endzone untouched for a 36-
35 Lehigh lead. (There is
some question as to the
legality of the play since the
QB must touch the ball first
in order for Joseph to have
scored. It is unclear as to
whether or not Kempa did,
in face, ever touch the ball
on that play).
The Crusaders, displaying
as much poise as Lehigh,
regained the lead almost
"immediately as Ciaccio hit
WR Joe Riley on a short
screen pass. Riley received
key blocks from OT Rick
Stahl and OG Matt Warth
and kicked in the
afterburners, going 49 yards
for a TD. Holy Cross tried
for 2 points and Ciaccio
connected with TE Ron
Hooey for a 43-26 Cusader
lead.
Lehigh made a valiant
attempt to win and Kempa
let the ball fly for a 45 yard
TD bomb to a sprinting
Horace Hamm. Hamm,
known for his great speed,
burned the HC secondary to
bring his team within one
point of the Crusaders. But
SE Rich Clark could not
reach a low bullet thrown by
Kempa on the 2 point
conversion. Holy Cross ran
out the clock and preserved
a 43-42 victory.
Will the Crusaders make
the mistake of looking past
their opponents to an
undefeated season? This is
a dangerous attitude and any
team can be beaten by
looking past opponents.
Coach Duffner is certainly
aware of this potential
problem and regards each of
the remaining 4 games as
being vitally important.
"As I said last week, one
game does not make or
break a season. That's how
we feel. We had to be ready
to play our very best against
Lafayette, a team tha has
everything to gain and will
be after us."
CROSS NOTES:
-Both QB's were named
Patriot League Co-offensive
Players of the Week, while
Ciaccio was also named
ECAC and Division 1-AA
National Co-offensive Player
of the Week.
-Jerome Fuller's 166 yards
put him over 1,000 yards for
the season, maintaining his
lead in the I-AA rushing
category.
-Defensively, Holy Cross was
hurting. LB Rob Milanette
and SS Ron Flauto did not
play due to injury. Junior
John Powell was moved from
DE to replace Milanette.
Powell recorded a career-
high 15 tackles.
Todd Araujo, replacing
Flauto, had 9 tackles and
one interception. -
-Last week's game is
featured in the current issue
of Sports Illustrated.
Last season Holy Cross
defeated Lafayette 34-3 on
Fitton Field (all tickets are
two dollars). Game time is
lpm. The action will be
broadcast live on WGMC-
TV 3 and rebroadcast on
Sunday at 10am. WVEI
(1440AM) and WCHC
(88.1FM) will also air
tomorrow's game.
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The Crusader/JJ. Kiely Jr
Fuller lunges forward for four of his 166 yards.
The Crusader/7J. Kiely Jr.
Fred Givens scored a touchdown and had 2 other catches.
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On November eighth, the
stars will shine
By ED MARTIN
SPORTS STAFF
The IFL season is nearly
half over and it's time to rev
up for that mid-autumn
classic - the third annual
"Ten-Man IFL All-Pro
Extravaganza."
This year's festivities
include: a one hour grudge
game between two (drafted)
All-Pro teams, a live band,
refreshments and
complimentary t-shirts to the
first fourteen fans.
The Extravaganza -
originally scheduled for
Limerick, Ireland - has been
re-scheduled for the Hart
Center turf field on
Wednesday the 6th at 8PM.
The teams are composed
of 15 world-class players
drafted in the All-Pro draft
(the new system of honoring
the standout players). Fed
up with the old system that
allowed ballot stuffing by
over-zealous fans,
Commissioner Brian "Pete
Rozelle" Marsella developed
the new system.
The captains of the two
teams, Commishes Brian and
Derek, drafted the players in
the Felt Forum on Monday,
October 28, 1991. Commish
Brian won the coin toss and
chose to defer the first pick
to Derek, who chose
Brendon "Search for the
Holy" Mc Grail.
Then Marsella chose
Mike "Without a" Cloonan
and Some Size, No Skill's C.
Scott Bertram. Their is talk
that Cloonan could be
headed north for the CFL
All-Pro game.
Notable early round picks
were Chazz Lees (7), Bobby
"Greek God Wanna Be"
Warchol (13) and standout
Quarterback Rich Mynahan.
Late round surprises
included The Als: Faultless
(23) and Little (20).
The post game
celebration will include
fireworks, party hats,
machine guns, fire engines,
and a live sacrifice of fifth-
year redshirt Sean O'Neill.
Be there for all fun!!
******************
In this week's games, the
Distant Champions edged
the Trojans 26-13. T.J.
Licbrette hooked up with
Andy "Vapo Rub" Vickers.
The play of the game came
on a one-handed
interception by Gavin
MacCloud. For the losers,
Fred "Boy that picture's"
Graney dominated both sides
of the ball with two TDs and
an interception. The
absence of Mike (Nixon)
Sullivan was conspicuous for
the Trojans as the Distant
Champions improved their
record to 2-4.
The Legion of Doom
lived up to their name in
their 38-15 trouncing of the
Patriots. The Patsies are 0-5
this season despite showing
signs of life behind wide out
Tony Loukatos and
quarterback Isaac from the
Love Boat.
The Legion was led by
Brian "Fumblerooski"
Marsella, an assistant PAT
coach at Lehigh. Donato
"Short Dong Silver" Monaco
stripped through the Patsies
line for a pair of sacks.
In their second match up
of the day, Distant
Champions lost a squeaker
to Da Bucks 7-6. The Da
X-Country runs for all the
By JOE CUSACK
SPORTS STAFF
The Holy Cross Men's
Cross-Country team finished
an impressive 4th at the
Eastern Championships on
October 19. Travelling for
nearly six hours to Orono,
Maine failed to affect the
squad's performance the next
day.
The meet brought several
of the top teams in New
England together for what
proved to be an excellent race
for HC. The University of
Lowell (NCAA's #1 team in
Division 2), UMass-Amherst
(#9 in New England), and
URI (#11 in New England
and already 1-0 vs. HC this
season) seemed to be the big
threat.
The course was flat, the
weather was beautiful, and
almost everything came
together for HC. The squad
was once again led by junior
John Carron who finished 6th
overall with a time of 25:58
for 5-miles.
Close behind was senior
John O'Brien who crossed the
line in 11th place. Sophomore
Pat Kiley ran the best race of
his short career and finished a
stellar 17th overall. Those
three runners earned All-
Eastern Honors by finishing in
the Top 25.
Rounding out the scorers
for HC were Team Bill (who
came all the way from last to
finish 27th), Chris Petrone in
31st place, and Joe Cusack in
33rd. The team ended up
fourth; losing to Lowell,
UMass, and UMaine. HC was
able totop URI by 3 points,
avenging an early season loss.
Not to be overlooked was
Bucks TD was scored on a
31 yard pass from Tom
"Mike" Mangan to Toby
"Vince" McMahon.
The extra point run by
Greg "Viva Hate" Morrisey
proved to be the difference
in the game. T.J. Liebrette
had another TD this time to
Dave "Fenway" Frank,but the
missed PAT left the
Champions a little short.
68 and I'll Owe One beat
Making Passes 13-7 in a hard
fought battle. All-Pro Bob
Warchol had 4 INTs and 2
TDs for the winners. He has
proved his worth in the
defensive backfield for the
68ers. Clem Martin danced
into the end zone for the
losers.
On defense, Justin
Picciano had two INTs for
the losers.
Late breaking scores just
in off the AP wire:
-The Amish 45, Box
Lunch 0
-Making Passes 12, Da
Bucks 6
-Box Lunch 24, Da Bucks
12
-68ers 20, Box* Lunch 18
HC IFL Top 5
1. The Amish 7-0
2. 68 and I'll Owe
You One 6-1
3. Some Size, No
Skill 4-1
4. Seamen 3-1
5. Legion of Doom
3-2
marbles
the performance of the J.V.
John Griffin who finished 4th
in the race with an excellent
time. John Sullivan, Joe
Hinchey, and da Bolsh were
also key contributors to the
teams second place finish
despite some injuries.
Tomorrow, the top nine
runners will compete at Van
Cortlandt Park in New York
in the Patriot League
Championships. Despite
finishing a dismal 6th last year
(Bucknell was champ), recent
successes could be excellent
stepping stones. The team
could finish as hight as 2nd
this time.
P.S.: Guys, this is the one
,we've worked for since May.
We only get one. shot, so let's
do it right. Let's kick some
butt.
Jack & Tim
(Continued from Page 23)
second base in the 1908 World Series. That was a big deal.
Here's the 1-0 pitch to Dick... and he swings and misses.
Oh, I'm sorry, he lined it into center field for another hit.
Here comes Bonds around second and he'll make third.
TIM: A great piece of hitting by Van Slyke.
JACK: And with Barry Bonilla coming up, Twins
manager Tom Kelly is coming to the mound to talk to Jack
Kennedy. The Steelers are leading, 4-0.
TIM: Did you know that there were 6,342 pitching
changes in 1991. That's up 100 since 1990, and 170 since
1985!
JACK: So Kelly will take out Nicholson, and the new
pitcher will be Steve Bedrosian.
TIM: Bedrosian is an intersting case. His beard used to
be longer, and he gave up a long home run in 1987. Then
he trimmed his beard, and since then his ERA is 1:59.
That's unbelievable.
JACK: Speaking of pitchers, let's go to Pat O'Brien on
the field. Pat?
PAT: I've got nothing to say, Jack. Not a thing. But I
look good, don't I?
JACK: That you do, Pat. Here it's 5-3, Pittsburgh,
game 7.
TIM: Look at where Kirby Puckett is playing in center
field - right in the middle. Now - if he shades to his left, or
to his right, he's wouldn't even be in the middle! It's so
technical.
JACK: So Steve Bedrosian is on for Montreal...
TIM: I remeber when our manager Del Crandall used
to take Bob Gibson out of the game; Gibby would just
stare him down. He used to just hate to come out of a
game. (Pause) You now, I played with Bob Gibson.
JACK: No one was a better competitor than Bob
Feller. I remember taking my grandson to see him strike
out seventeen Yankees in 1953. He could hum it.
TIM: That's the thing! Pitchers don't throw as hard as
they used to! Strikeouts are down 4% since 1962.
JACK: Here's the first pitch to Barry Bonds - ball one.
Pittsburgh leads - ahhhhh! (He makes pained sounds)
Ohhhh! Ahhhh!
TIM: Of course this entire series will be played on
artificial turf. Turf is harder, faster... it's easier to slap a hit
through the infield, Jack. Jack... Jack?
The game that
beat the hype
(Continued from Page 28)
So Lehigh's Kempa goes back to pass, and he has
his tight end open, and he throws it at his feet. And as
the ball ricochets harmlessly along the grass, Holy Cross
and their fans exult while the Lehigh offense walks off
the field in disbelief, the crowd silent. And after a few
more anxious plays by the Crusader offense, the game
was over.
43 to 42.
This hasn't been the most talented Holy Cross team
I've seen (last year's was better). The defense has been
putrid at times, the offense wildly inconsistent. But it's
hard to argue with seven and zero. The 'Saders have
shown an uncanny ability to make the big play at the
right time, and they've surged from behind in all four
road wins.
Still, years from now, we will remember the Lehigh
game above everything else. I ran into backup
quarterback Chris Auth that night and we rambled on
and on about the three hours in Bethlehem, trying to
find the right words... and inevitably just shaking our
heads and saying "That was awesome; that was
awesome," over and over again. You see - much like
the World Series with baseball last week - Saturday's
game reaffirmed everything there is to love about
football.
And the best thing about it? We won.a
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Dankert has a nose
for the ball
By BING WALDERT
SPORTS STAFF
The Holy Cross football
program has tried to
emphasize their players
suceeding both on the field
and in the classroom. Middle
Guard Pete Dankert is a
prime example of this. In the
classroom, he carries better
than a "B" average as a
Physics major; on the field
he's in his second year as a
starter.
Bing's World
Dankert came to Holy
Cross after graduating from
Detroit Central Catholic in
1988. Dankert commented, "I
visited the school on a
recruiting trip and liked the
football and the academics."
He spent the fall of his
Freshamn year on offense
before moving to Defense in
the spring. His Sophomore
year was then spent backing
up Junior Marc Kosciuk, who
was an outstanding player at
that position. However,
Kosciuk was not able to
return for his Senior year
because of a neck injury which
opened the door for Dankert.
Dankert then split time
last year at Middle Guard with
Senior Mike Tighe, and when
Tighe went down midway
through the year, the position
became all his.
This year he has started
every game and been one of
the standouts for the
Crusaders so far. He has had
a number of tackles for losses
and leads the team with 10
sacks in only 7 games. The 10
sacks puts him only 6 away
from the Holy Cross record of
16 for a season.
Although it is in the back
of his mind, Dankert has not
tried to think about the
record. "Each game I play for
that game. I'm not going to
think about it." Dankert is
small for a defensive lineman;
however, Defensive Line
Coach Cliff Schwenke was
complimentary of his ability to
overcome this handicap. "He's
light, 220 pounds, going
against guys whoare 260, 280.
It's probably the most difficult
position in football.
Everything happens quickly."
Besides being a excellent
football player, Dankert also
excels in other areas as well.
Schwenke was quick to
compliment him as a a student
and as a person. "His attitude
and effort are phenomenal, as
good as we have. He
exemplifies the Holy Cross
football player as much as
anybody."
And like other Holy Cross
football players, Dankert puts
his teammates ahead of
himself. Dankert was quick to
praise his fellow defensive
lineman for his successes this
year. He credited them for
opening him up many times to
get the sacks although he
admitted that they do give him
a hard time for "hogging all
the sacks."
He also said his fondest
memories of the Holy Cross
football program would be his
coaches and teammates. "I'm
going to remember all the
guys on the team and all the
coaches. I'm not going to miss
playing, I'm going to miss the
people involved."
After graduation, Dankert
is sure to succeed in whatever
he chooses to pursue because
of his determination and
intelligence. Coach Schwenke
commented, "The key for him
is that he does everything at
110% whether it be football
or academics. That will
certainly carry over for him in
life after graduation. I'm sure
he'll be highly successful."
HC-LEHIGH Scoring Summary
L- Arico, 9 yard run (Bird kick), 5:38
HC- Hebron, 25 yard pass from
Ciaccio (Pignio kick), 9:02 2nd.
HC- Roman, 32 yard pas from Fuller
(Pignio), 1.52 3rd.
L- Lookinbill, 40 yard pass from
Kempa (Bird), 4:10 3rd.
HC-Givens, 10 yard pass from Ciaccio
(Pignio), 6:26 3rd.
L- Hamm, 26 yard pass from Kempa,
(Bird), 8:42 3rd.
HC- Draddy, 29 yards (lateral from 51
yard interception by Vincent), (Pignio),
14:05 3rd.
L- Lookinbill, 2 yard run, (Bird), 8:16
4th.
L Lookinbill, 20 yard pass from
Kernpa (Joseph run), 11:42 4th,
HC- Riley, 49 yards from Cluck),
(Hooey pass), I:39 4th.
L-Hamm, 49 yards from Kempa (pass
failed), 12:43 4th.
PASSING:
-Ciaccio - 23 for 32, 350 yards, 4 TD's,
1 INT.
-Kempa - 30 for 42, 444 yards, 4 TD's,
2 INT.
RUSHING:
-Fuller - 24 carries for 166 yards.
-Ciaccio - 9 carries for 14 yards.
-Arico - 14 carries for 65 yards (l'FD).
-Lookinbill - 20 cariies for 94 yards
(1TD).
RECEIVING:
-Hooey - 6 for 38 yards.
-Hebron - 4 for 53 yards (1TD).
-Roman - 4 for 80 yards (2TDS).
-Riley - 3 for 110 yards (1TD)
-Fuller - 3 for 40 yards.
-Givens - 3 for 33 yards (1TD).
-Lookinbill - 7 for 123 yards (2TDS).
-Clark - 6 for 61 yards.
-Hamm - 5 for 104 yards (2TDS).
Not enough
time, too much
to discuss
By KURT SANGER
SPORTS STAFF
The World Series was, for maybe the first
time in a long time, truly classic.
Chuck Knoblauch's fake on Lonnie Smith
saved the Series for Minnesotta. I've never seen that
play work in high school, little league, or anywhere.
It deffinitely never worked in the majors. And there
it was, Chuckie faking the grounder in the seventh
game... and it worked.
That play is what Lonnie Smith's career will
be remembered for, as well as the entire Series.
Just goes to show how important defense is.
The first word that popped into my mind
after Puckett's game six homerun was "Fisk."
The controversy over the Braves' arm-chop
and teams nicknamed after Native Americans has
sparked protests throughout the country. A group
from the south is boycotting the New York Yankees,
noting that the name brings back bad memories of
the Civil War. A group of priests are boycotting the
San Diego Padres, a group from Vancouver is
boycotting the Canucks, and a gay rights group is
protesting the Calgary Flames.
Ed Martin lost the mock trial last week. He
is now serving three to five in mock jail.
Buck Showalter, the new Yankee manager, is
about seven years younger then Dave Winfield.
Roger Clemens is in (M.C.) Hammer's new
video.
You think Dave Stewart feels jilted over it?
On the cover of Tuesday's New York Times
sports section (if you can call it that) was a picture of
a glass half filled with water. It said, "Hey Giants
fans, what do you see?"
I wish I had thought of that.
The Giants are half a team in so many ways.
They play like the defending champions in the first
half, and then like pre-schoolers in the second. Their
defense is still the best in the NFL, their offense is
floundering. The Giant's glass really is half empty
and half full.
Coach Handley has to realize their is only
one way to make this team complete and bring them
back to the playoffs: Phil the glass up.
Mark Gunn has no vertical leap.
Sports Illustrated's special issue last week
with the twenty-five greatest moments in sports
history was perfect.
My big question throughout the World Series
was where Otis Nixon was watching it. Why didn't
CBS do an interview with him? How would he have
changed the Series?
I'm sure Gene Larkin dreamed of getting up
to bat with the bases loaded in the seventh game of
the World Series his whole life. But do you think he
dreamed he would win it with a pop fly to left field?
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A game that
surpassed
the hype
By BILL SIMMONS
SPORTS EDITOR
I've seen many football games in my 22
years, but this was the best. And it wasn't just
because I had driven five hours with my
roommates into the heart of Pennsylvania
(male bonding at its finest); it wasn't because
the two best teams in the Patriot League were
colliding; it wasn't because I was broadcasting
the game with my buddy Horgs from a
converted stairwell. It was the game...
Everyone had expected an offensive
showdown. Our defense was bruised and
battered, Lehigh's was just plain awful, and
quarterbacks Ciaccio and Kempa were ready
to bomb again and again like Nixon with
Cambodia. Strangely, the first half was more
quiet, methodical; only fourteen points.
And then, just like that - four touchdowns
in the first eight minutes of the third quarter.
21 to 21. Then the Crusaders march ahead
35-21, the momentum shifting on that
Vincent/Draddy inter-ception/lateral which
took over seven minutes to complete.
And then the game is in hand, 35-21,
Holy Cross on the Lehigh 20 (after a god-like
52-yard run by Fuller), eight minutes to play...
and Ciaccio is nailed, and Lehigh is suddenly
on the H.C. four. Huh? So Lehigh scores,
and we fumble, and they score again, and then
they "fumblerooskie" us for a two-point
conversion (don't ask) and are up 36-35. And
all of this happened in about three seconds.
But we still had Ciaccio, who was having a
superb game - accurate, ingenious, frustrating
Lehigh's pass rush again and again and never
once throwing an ill-advised pass. And it only
took Tom two plays - one to Hebron and a 49-
yarder to Riley - to save this thing. After a
two-point conversion from Ciaccio to Hooey
(who made a number of big catches), the score
was H.C. 43, Lehigh 36.
Unfortunately, we all knew the game
couldn't end this way. We just knew. There
had simply been too much - the halfback
option from Fuller to Roman; the
interception/lateral; the fumble-rooskie; an
almost-successful "Hail Mary" pass from
Kempa to Hamm at the end of the first half; a
76-yard fumble return; nine second-half
touchdowns; about 7 plays that went for at
least 30 yards...
Make that eight. At midfield with two
minutes to play, Lehigh's Horace Hamm flew
down the sideline and burned the H.C.
secondary for six points. So now it was H.C.
by one, with Lehigh lining up for the two-point
conversion to win. (By this point, it was hard
to become either excited or depressed. I was
sapped emotionally, and my partner Horgs -
who had smoked nary a cigarette because of a
lost lighter - looked like he was ready to throw
up).
(Continued on Page 26)
